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THE BG NEWS
Howling Green, Ohio

Thursday, February 13,1986

Joint trial
scheduled
Rape suspects to face jury
by Valerie Ciplak
staff reporter

The three Toledo men accused
of kidnapping and raping a University woman will be tried together despite requests from
each of the men's attorneys that
the trials be separate.
County Prosecutor Betty
Montgomery requested a consolidated trial because each case
involves the same witnesses, the
same event and the same time
frame.
"Instead of taking three
weeks to try, it will take less
than a week," she said.
Lawyers for Lamont Walker,
Troy Hill and Patrick Henry
said that trying all three men
together may prejudice the jury.
"It's impractical for the jury
to dissect statements of three
different defendants," said Lawfeyette Tolliver, Henry's lawyer.
The three men, charged with
kidnapping and raping a woman
Oct. 26, will be tried March 12
before Wood County Common
Pleas Judge Donald DeCessna.

DeCessna said that although
he could not tell how the jury
would act, having one trial
would be in the best interest of
the victim.
"We want to minimize the
hard part (victim's testimony)
the best we can," he said.
THREE SEPARATE trials
would also be an injustice to the
defendants, he said.
"If we go to a one-two-three
arrangement, who goes first?"
he asked.
In addition, the trials would
not be tried equally because the
second defendant would know
the outcome of the first trial, he
said.
Attorneys for the defendants
have also requested that some
evidence to be submitted by the
Srosecution be suppressed from
le trial.
On Feb. 28 DeCessna will decide whether or not the prosecution can submit certain
evidence, including previous
testimonies of the defendants,
blood tests and critical evidence
found in Hill's car the night of
the alleged rape.

A woman's disregard for a traffic light caused a two car accident
yeslerday about noon, police said. Angela Perkins, a non-student
living at 214 Napoleon, was headed west on Wooster and had a green
light. Patricia Weng, sophomore library education major, drove

BG News/Alex Horvath
through a red light heading north on Manville and was struck on the
right side by Perkins' 1976 Ford. Weng, after assessing damages,
drove her 1973 Pontiac away with moderate damage. Perkins'
disabled car was towed

Aquino warns Reagan of aiding Marcos
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - Corazon Aquino warned President Reagan
yesterday against supporting the National Assembly's expected proclamation of President Ferdinand Marcos as
winner of Friday's presidential election.
The assembly, dominated by Marcos' New Society Movement party, is to
begin official tabulation of votes tomorrow, using what the opposition has said
are fraudulent local vote tallies.
"I would wonder at the motives of a
friend of democracy who chose to conspire with Mr. Marcos to cheat the

NASA still
looks for
answers
WASHINGTON (AP) - NASA
insisted yesterday it is not yet
convinced a booster rocket
caused the explosion of space
shuttle Challenger and said both
the rocket's manufacturer and
space agency experts agreed to
the launch in unusual sub-freezing weather.
At the same time, the space
agency released internal documents that showed a history of
concern with the "0 ring" seals
where the four segments of the
solid rocket booster are joined.
In report after report, the huge
rubber-like rings' elasticity and
ability to contain gases were
mentioned as critical items to be
looked at.
Attention has been focused on
the seals because films of Challenger's Jan. 28 liftoff show a
plume of flame appearing to
spurt from the right rocket
booster toward the shuttle's
main tank loaded with volatile
fuel. The ability of the seals to
contain gas and flame is under
close scrutiny.
"The cause is still an open
issue," William Lucas, director
of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Marsnail Space Flight Center'told a
news briefing. We are investigating every part of the shuttle
and not attempting to focus in
too early."
After scrubbing a launch on
Jan. 27 for other causes, NASA
engineers discussed the weather
by telephone .with space shuttle
contractors.

Filipino people of their liberation,"
said Aquino, who claimed anew that
she has already won the presidency.
Marcos has declared himself the
"probable winner."
Reagan asserted at a news conference Tuesday night that the elections
were marred by fraud on both sides,
but his remark was disputed by several
U.S. election observers who said they
had seen no evidence of fraud by Aquino's supporters.
No immediate reaction came from
the presidential palace to Reagan's
statements or to his decision to send

diplomatic trouble-shooter Philip Habib to Manila as his personal emissary.
AQUINO SAID only that Habib would
likely get a courteous welcome.
As to suggestions that she reconcile
with Marcos, she replied: "It would be
a delusion of policy that an opposition
whose leaders and followers have been
and are being killed can suddenly settle
down to a Western-style opposition role
in a healthy two-party system. Too
many will be dead the moment the
world's head is turned."
The nation's Roman Catholic bishops
arranged to meet today to review the

election. •
The military says 86 people were
killed during the two-month campaign,
the latest being Aquino campaign official Evelio Javier, a former governor
shot dead by hooded men in Antique
province. The Philippine News Agency
placed the total at 107.
Results of two separate counts kept
showing opposite results five days after
the election.
Aquino had gained in the government
election commission returns but Marcos led with 7,032,695 votes, or 50.6
percent, to 6,859,234, or 49.4 percent,

with two-thirds of the precincts reporting.
THE INDEPENDANT ballot-monitoring group National Movement for
Free Elections, or Namfrel, had
Aquino ahead, 7,158,679, or 52.3 percent, to 6,532,362, or 47.3 percent for
Marcos, based on 64 percent of the
precincts.
Both counts were continuing although they are not legally binding.
Only the National Assembly count, to
be posted on chalk boards as tally
sheets are read, is official.
I See Aquino, page 3.

Conviction rate rises for drunk driving
by Brian R. Ball
copy editor

A more vigorous approach
among Ohio prosecutors toward tough drunk driving
laws may be the cause of a
higher conviction rate of original charges in Bowling
Green Municipal Court, a
court referee said.
The court's annual report
also shows a decrease in the
number of charges reduced
through plea bargaining during the last two years.
In addition, there has been
a steady decrease in the number of cases the court has
handled in 1984 and 1985 under Ohio's two drunk driving
statutes - driving with pro .

**ob
Drinking & Driving
hibited alcohol concentration
(PAC) law and/or driving
under the influence (DUI) compared with 1982, the last
full year with only the DUI
law in effect.
Victor Ten Brink, a municipal court referee, said drunk
driving cases are being pursued more vigorously because of the tougher PAC law

enacted in 1983. The laws
might also be a reason the
number of cases in Bowling
Green has declined.
Out of a total of 286 PAC
and DUI cases assigned to
Municipal Court last year, 214
cases, or 74.8 percent, resulted in convictions of the
original charge. Plea bargaining to a reduced charge
resulted in 23 additional convictions, or 8 percent of the
total caseload.
Total convictions for 1985
were 82.8 percent. About 5
percent, or 15 cases, are still
pending.
The 338 cases heard in 1984
resulted in 247 convictions,
which represents a 73 percent
conviction rate. Convictions

obtained through plea bargains added 52 cases, or 15.4
percent, for a total conviciton
rate of 88.4 percent.
Ten Brink said the PAC law
stresses technological testing, making cases more black
and white.
Although the technology is
occasionally challenged for
reliability, constitutionality
and whether or not the test
has been administered correctly, the tests do offer scientific proof of guilt, he said.
Under the DUI law, only
37.9 percent, or 162, of 427
cases in 1982 resulted in the
convictions on the original
charge, although 55.7 percent, or 238, were convicted
on a lowered charge. This

represents a 93.6 percent total
conviction rate.
DUI statutes rely more on
field testing, observations of
the alleged drunk person's
driving by police officers and
reflex-testing, Ten Brink said.
This made convictions harder
to obtain and made prosecutors more willing to accept
plea bargaining to wreckless
operation or inability to maintain physical control.
Persons arrested now are
often charged with both PAC
and DUI for the same offense
to give prosecutors two apGroaches to a case, he said,
lowever, the charges are
merged and result in a single
sentence upon conviction.

Bar owners seek relief from liability
by Ron Coulter
staff reporter

Local bar owners would
like to have legislation enacted that would relieve some
of their legal liability and
give responsibility back to the
drinker.
Bill Gamble, owner of Uptown, said that bar owners
have increasingly become involved in third party liability
cases. Recent lawsuits have
found bar owners liable for
drinking related accidents,
rather than the drinker.
"Suppose a person leaves a
bar and hurts or even kills
someone. The victim's family
can sue the bar that served
the guy instead of the guy

"We (bar owners) would like to have
a cap put on the amount of liability we
are responsible for. We are like sitting
ducks."
— Bill Gamble
himself," he said.
Gamble is president of the
Wood County Permit Holders
Association, which includes
in its membership licensed
liquor sellers in Wood County.
The association has petitioned Ohio legislators for
changes in the liability system.
"We (bar owners) would
like to have a cap put on the

amount of liability we are
responsible for. We are like
sitting ducks," he said. "The
person drinking has some responsibility, but bar owners
have total legal liability."
DAVID KRAKOFF, executive director of the Ohio Retail Permit Holders
Association, said there is a
need for drinkers to be ac-

countable for their actions.
"In the past five or six
years, there has been a trend
that people have stopped realizing that the drinker has a
responsibility too. The responsibility of the (liquor)
permit holder has been overemphasized, while the drinker's responsibility has been
underemphasized," he said.
Krakoff said that lawsuits
against bar owners are becoming common.
"Families of accident victims are bringing lawsuits
against the people that serve
the liquor, rather than the
drunk, because they (the
family I know that's where
the money is," Krakoff said.
He said insurance compa-

nies representing bar owners
usually don't want to go
through a long battle or pay
court costs. As a result, tney
settle out of court. This leads
to increased insurance rates
or cancelled coverage.
David I loose. of the Bartlett
Insurance Company, said insurance rates nave gone up
because it has become unprofitable to insure liquor sellers.
"There has been an increased consciousness on the
part of people to sue," Hoose
said. "The frequency of lawsuits has increased, along
with the severity of the damages Hawarded by juries."
An >*"■ 'rend means artdwl
See Liability, page 3.
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Let budget bill fall
Like a tree uprooted by a swollen river, the
Gramm-Rudman budget balancing law was
forced through Congress.
Like the tree, it was dragged along by the
conservative tide of balanced budget hysteria. It
blunders downstream despite currents of opposition from every economic class.
Fortunately, the law struck a judicial rock in
federal court last Friday. A three-judge panel
unanmimously ruled unconstitutional the section of
the Gramm-Rudman law requiring that mandatory, across-the-board spending cuts be triggered
when Congress fails to meet specified deficit-reduction targets.
Under the Gramm-Rudman Act, the comptroller
general, head of Congress' General Accounting
Office, was given the authority to determine the
size of the automatic spending cuts.
The panel overturned the key provision of the law
on the grounds that "it vests executive power in the
comptroller general, an officer removable by Congress."
Without the automatic spending cut mechanism,
the law loses its bite. Without the threat of the
comptroller general's axe, the pressure on Congress to balance the budget will be significantly
lessened.
Whether or not the budget ought to be balanced is
entirely another issue, an issue that far pre-dates
the Gramm-Rudman proposal, and one that will not
be debated in this space.
But the unconstitutionality of the Gramm-Rudman law as it now stands cannot be debated.
Executive powers ought be guarded jealously. It is
self-defeating for Congress to be coerced to action
by an actor removable by Congress. The comptroller general cannot be endowed with executive
powers.
But the law then becomes unenforceable. And an
unenforceable law is no law.
Justice provided, the Supreme Court will concur
with lower court when the ruling is appealed.
Then Gramm-Rudman can fall into history like
so many other dead trees.

9

9

Bears QB can call him 'Daddy
by Mike Royko
For the past couple of days,
I've been pondering whether I
would like my kids to have
Cwn up to be like Jim McMa, the Bears' quarterback.
The question arose because of
some scathing remarks made
about McMahon by Joe Theismann, the star quarterback of
the Washington Redskins.
Theismann doesn't like McMahon's flaunting of headbands
and his casual attitude toward
the sacred game of professional
football.
"If it weren't for football,"
Theismann said, "he'd be some
yooro out there drinking beer."
But McMahon's worst offense,
Theismann said, is that his eccentric behavior could set a bad
example for young people. "...
There is a responsibility to the
Cith. What he doesn't realize is
t kids look up to him. Maybe
he doesn't care.
And he piously concluded: "I
sure wouldn't want my kids
growing up like him."
I suppose it's possible Theismann is right. Maybe McMahon
will set children down the path
to wickedness, sin and wearing
silly headbands.
In one of his more frivolous
moments, McMahon dropped
his trousers during practice in
New Orleans and mooned a
passing airplane.

So, if air travelers begin reporting that they are looking
down and seeing thousands of
adolescent rumps shining up at
them, well know that McMahon
has made an impact on the
youth of America.

happily spend the rest of my
Sears as a beer-drinking burden
-them.
McMahon showed admirable
restraint in barely acknowledging Theismann's criticism.
If he had been in a nastier

... I've thought about. .. whether I'd
like my kids to be like (Jim) McMahon.
And after careful consideration, I don't
think I'd mind too much.
But I think it's too early to tell.
As of this week, there hasn't
been one report of mooning
made to the FAA.
However, I've thought about
what Theismann said, and
whether I'd want my kids to be
like McMahon.
And after careful consideration, I don't think I'd mind too
much.
I estimate that with his salary,
commercial endorsements,
speeches and all the rest, McMahon is going to make several
million dollars before he turns
30.
Well, if my kids did that, I
would sit down with them and
have a heart-to-heart talk about
how families should stick together - especially fathers and
sons. Then I'd drop my resignation on the editor's desk and

mood, he might have raised
some questions about Theismann's qualities as a role model
to youth.
For example, McMahon, despite his habit of putting tobacco
under his lower lip, is still happily r>-arried to his wife and is
said to be a doting father.
In contrast, Theismann recently bid farewell to his loyal
wife of IS years, and took up
with a curvacious TV actress.
Don't misunderstand. I am not
making any moral judgments
about Theismann. Men, even
those who play professional football, can be weak creatures. And
a good-looking babe is a goodlooking babe.
However, his wife, who said
she learned she was being
dumped only when their accountant mentioned it to her, made a

few moral judgments of her
own.
In a magazine article, she
wrote: "Success ruined our
marriage. Or perhaps Joe's inability to handle success. He lost
his values."
Also: "Our marriage went up
and down with his career... We
shared the downside more than
the success."
So, I think that if I were going
to preach to my sons about role
models, I might say something
like:
"Lads, if you want to chew
tobacco, I won't complain. And
if you want to moon an airplane,
I can live with that, too.
"But after you've been married to a woman for 15 years,
and you're in the bucks and a
famous star, don't walk out on
her and the kids for some cute
trick in the movies."
And one final thought that
Theismann might consider:
Yes, if it weren't for football,
McMahon might be "some yo-yo
out there drinking beer."
But if it weren't for football,
Theismann might be some yo-yo
out there romancing a truckstop waitress named Pearl.
It Pearl would have him.
Royko is a synndicated columnist writing for the Chicago Tribune.

Lesson in racism
packed a wallop
by Shelly Trusty
When I came to Ohio from the
West I was shocked by the racial
bias I encountered. I heard people openly refering to AfroAmericans as "those niggers"
and I listened to discriminatory
remarks about Americans of
Jewish, Chinese, Italian and
Polish descent.
I was shocked because in my
hometown the worst thing someone could be labeled was
"bigot." Once you were thought
of as prejudiced you never lived
it down. A bigot was someone
who lacked education, sensitivity and class.
The word "nigger" was worse
than profanity, "Jap" or
"chink was never uttered in
polite conversation.
I worked to never show bias or
negative emotion toward members of minority groups. Discussions on affirmative action,
busing and Malcom X were lessons in diplomacy and repartee.
Once, while I was walking
down the hall, an Indian girl
slugged me in the stomach and
when I got my air back I said,
"Thank you. I didn't do anything about the incident because
I didn't want to be labeled prejudiced. But I was.
I realized then my prejudice
was just as bad as the prejudice
of the people who discriminated
against minorities. I based the
way I treated people by the color
of&eirskin.
If that Indian girl would have
been white I would have reported the incident, or I would
have hit her back. But I didn't. I
didn't see her as a girl, I saw her
as an Indian.
Prejudice is the practice of

categorizing people into two
groups. These groups are "us"
and "them." When you define an
individual by the fact that he or
she is a member of a group you
refer to as "them," you are
prejudiced.
It doesn't matter how good or
bad you treat a member of a
group, it is the fact that you have
put them into a group that
makes you a bigot.
I have always heard that the
opposite of prejudice is "equality," but it's not. To say someone is "equal" is to say he or she
is the same as yourself. All
people are different, so inequality exists and prejudice prevails.
The opposite of prejudice is
"individuality." By recongnizing everyone as an individual no
one can be placed into a group.
"Us" and "them" cannot exist.
If we think of all people as
individuals we can no longer
say, "That person is an AfroAmerican." we can't even say
"That person is an American.'
We must say, "That person is an
individual. This prevents racial, cultural, sexual and national bias.
By realizing the importance of
individuality we can see that all
people
are different, not just
r
'them." It is the strength of
individuality that binds people
together and it's the recognition
of that strength that is the essence of respect.
I learned a lot from that individual with the strong right
hook, and now that I think about
it, maybe "Thank you" was the
appropriate response.
Trusty, a senior English major from Reno, Nev., is a staff
reporter for The News.
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Letters
Fraternity show
'inexcusable'
I am writing in regard to Richard Moore's letter (Feb. 5)
which addressed the "minstrel
show" performed by Theta Chi
Fraternity. As a young black
woman of Bowling Green's academic community, I was infu-

Respond
The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor and guest
columns should be typewritten,
double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number must
be included.
Letters to the editor should not
be longer than 200 words and
columns should not be longer
than 500 words.
Letters to the editor must not
be signed by more than two
people.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions that it considers to be in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily reflect those of the staff.
Please address submissions
to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West Hall

riated and outraged that such a
prejudiced and ignorant act
could happen in an institution
supposedly committed to the
ideals of excellence, commitment, equality and pluralism.
This kind of behavior, as displayed by the Theta Chis, is
absolutely inexcusable, and in
fact contradictorv to President
Olscamp's and the University's
commitment, and to the goals of
the Office of Minority Affairs
and the black community here.
I fail to .see why immediate
action has not been taken to
reprimand the Theta Chis for
their racist act. If both the University and Greek life fail to
take the necessary steps against
the Theta Chis, it is by remaining silent they are condoning
this irreparable behavior in addition to allowing for similar
acts that are motivated by bigotry and hate.
Michelle Benton
zzsRodgers

STCI

Coffee ad promotes stereotypes
I am angry about the advertisement for General Foods
International Coffees in the
Feb. 11 BG News. This ad is
offensive to women, and it
reinforces the stereotype of
women as inferior.
First, the ad assumes that
women cant assert themselves or feel confident to ask
men out Then, the ad assumes women are ignorant,
particularly in the areas of
sports and fine wine. We are
shown that women can only
conduct a shallow conversation because they are unintelligent She listens to his
sports trivia, hucritique of
the wine. In the ad's scenario,
the woman contributes little
to the verbal exchange except
to compliment the man.

This ad specifies how
women are expected to play
their roles. Women must put
on a facade to please men and
put them in a position of superiority and control. The conclusion is that if a woman
doesn't play the adoring, submissive female she won't get
a man.
Many readers will say,
"Calm down! It's just a coffee ad." I disagree. It is an
obvious manifestation of the
tendency of our society to
perpetuate faulty stereotypes. No one can deny that
women are different from
men, but we must not assume
that this difference implies
inferiority.
Elizabeth A. Jordan
414-B S. Enterprise St

by Walt Emerine

Local
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Class gets its kicks Miss BGSCJ pageant
slated for tonight
Prof: Soccer teaches management techniques
by Tim Washerman
reporter
Students who signed up for

Management 463 this semester probably didn't expect to
see soccer listed on the syllabus under class participation.
But within two weeks into
the semester, members of
Arch Darrow's advanced organizational behavior class
were forming teams.
"I told them we were playing soccer at the beginning of
the semester and I left the
planning up to them," Darrow said. They decided the
rules and guidelines for the
game as a group. I think an
athletic team has all of the
components that General Motors, AT&T or any big company would have.'
Darrow said when he
started the program three
semesters ago he got a lot of
surprised reactions from
other teachers and students.
The idea originated from
J.B. Richie, a management
instructor at Brigham Young
University. One of Richie's
students, a soccer player,
compared mangement principles to playing soccer.
Richie decided to have his
students play soccer for two
days in class to help them

Flay soccer in class, but then
realized what he was trying
to teach us," "It was a nice
change of pace and I enjoyed
getting out of the classroom."
Darrow said not all of his
students liked playing soccer.
"But I told them not everyone wants to go to work every
day either," he said.
Students also learned planning skills as they relate to
management. Letting the students organize by themselves
resulted in more goals being
scored and better organization, he said.

better understand management.
Darrow's class finished
playing soccer last week after
one month of spending class
time at the St. Thomas More
gym.
DARROW SAID he uses the
Sne of soccer as a learning
I out of the classroom for
practical experience.
"Active learning is better
than passive learning," Darrow said, "I feel they learn
more in the month playing
soccer than they do in the rest
of the course."

Several University women
will be competing tonight in the
only student-run pageant in the
John Fox, junior marketing
major and associate producer of
the 26th Annual Miss BGSU
Scholarship Pageant, said every
aspect of the show is handled by
students, from stage building to
production.
The Pageant begins tonight at
7:30 in Kobacker Hall. It will
continue each night through to
Saturday.
"We're lucky to be able to
(run the pageant)," Fox said.
"We would like to keep it student
run. It gives us an opportunity to
see what we can do, and it's also
a challenge."
Other state university pageants are handled by outside
agents.
This year's pageant will feature 21 University women rang-

In some instances things
were done against the rules
and students were punished
by a loss of points. This will
be incorporated into a discussion on organizational
ethics during the course, he
said.
Students have to write a
Bper worth 25 percent of
sir grade describing the
game as it relates to an organization's workings, Darrow
said.

The game of soccer has all
of the elements of the working
world because there are conflicts, coalitions and power
structures similiar to job experiences, he said.
But soccer can be a little
rougher than the working
world. Two students suffered
broken toes this semester but
Darrow said he watches the
game to make sure it doesn't
get too rough.
ROBERT NUSSBAUM, senior human resource manXsnent major, said he liked
ying soccer more than sitting in a class.
"I thought it was strange
when he said we were going to

by Melissa McGUlivray
staff reporter

ine in age from 17 to 26. They
will participate in talent, interview, evening gown and swimsuit competitions.
Tonight and tomorrow's competitions are preliminary
events, with the top 10 finalsits
foing on to compete Saturday,
ox said.
THE PAGEANT'S theme is
"On Broadway," and the contestants will perform Broadway
show tunes from the 1930's
through the 1960's. Some numbers will include all the-contestants, he said.
In addition, Melissa Sue Bradley, former Miss Ohio and runner-up to Miss America in 1984,
will emcee, the pageant and sing
each night.
The only requirement for Miss
BGSU contestants is that they be
a University student or Wood
County resident.
.
Contestants should also be talented as this competition is 50
percent of the total score, he

Aquino
D Continued from page 1. Marcos, 68, president tor 20 years,
has not faced real opposition
since 1969. He ruled under martial law from 1972 to 1961. His
six-year term runs until 1967,
but be called a special election
trying to prove he still had overwhelming support.
Most of the districts not yet
reported were in areas Marcos

"I think the students are
bored going into their classes
learning facts and memorizing them," he said. "Students
like my class because it
something different and they
gain notoriety being in a class
where you play soccer."

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

Leakfasl milk tk. Pr.siJ.nl? Ok. L.akfast will k.

12953 KRAMER RD.
— B.O. —

.luite. Students only, pitas: K.turn Ik. coupon to

was expected tocarry.
Aquino spokesman Rene Saguisag was asked if he expects
Marcos to win in the National
Assembly count.
"By the tyranny of numbers,
yes, because they have the
votes," he replied.
Marcos' New Society
Movement has a two-thirds majority in the assembly.

said.
For this year's contestants,
talent is not limited to singing
and dancing, he said.
A roller skater, a comedian, a
piano player and a student who
dances while displaying baked
goods, are among those who will
perform.
The winner will receive a $300
scholarship and a chance to go
to the Miss Ohio pageant, where
the winner is awarded a $10,000
scholarship. The winner ol Miss
Ohio will uien go on to the Miss
America pageant.
The runner-up in this weekend's pageant receives a $125
scholarship, second prize is $75,
and third is $50.
Tickets will be sold in the
Union during the week of the
pageant and will be available at
the door, Fox said. Tonight's
tickets are $1.50 for everyone.
Friday and Saturday's tickets
are $2 for students and $5 for
non-students. Weekend passes
for non-students are $6.

Liability
i Continued from page 1. expense for insurance companies.
"The nationwide general liability for this type of customer
last year was 156 percent, meaning that for every dollar an
insurance company brought in,
they paid $1.56. You just can't
keep up that kind of loss," Hoose
said.

IA/oula uou like to nave

held nn . fehrunru 20 at 8:30 a.m. in the f- residential

tk. U-A\J office bu Jtk. 17. Z/ou mau enter OSmanu times as you wish.
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Yes I would like the opportunity to
have breakfast with Dr. Paul Olscamp.

352-7031

Name
Address
Phone_

■

return this to the UAO office, 3rd floor,
Union by 2/17

MasterCord

Win a trip to Daytona Beach!!

FREE

Complete the order form below for your 1986
KEY Yearbook and be eligible for you and a guest to
experience Daytona Beach-a $430°° value!

Admission

Trips organized by jfel through Echo Travel, Inc. include:

BEVERLY HILLS
COP

'7 nights accommodations at the Desert Inn-Quad occupancy. Stay
right in the middle of the action. Desert Inn has a restaurant lounge, color
TV, air conditioning. Indoor pool, outdoor pool with one the largest decks
on the beach. ($25 refundable room deposit not included.)
'Round trip motor coach transportation-Departs Fri., March 21,
returns Sun., March 30, 1986.
'Pool deck parties & activities every day.
'Optional excursions to Disney World, Epcot; Hawaiian Luas,
Party boats and more.
'All taxes and gratuities.

EtflKIES due in the KEY office, 28 West Hall by Fri., Feb. 14,5 p.m.
DRAWING: Fri., Feb. 21,5 p.m.,
Union Foyer
All those who have already
ordered a 1986 Key are
automatically entered
In this raffle.
K«y staff members 8 volunteers ineligible

Name
Sec. See. No
OtM
/_J— Local Pnon*.

KEY SNUB BIEM MIEMIY
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1986 KEY Now!
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SPECIAL 7BI* MMVEMftllV MICEII

$16.95

to see

at
7:00 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 13th
in the
Amani Room
(N.E. Commons)

Sponsored by:
The Office of Minority Affairs*
372-2642
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Bikes more than
$57,000 goal set transportation
by JuUc FauMc
staff reporter

The program raises money
through a pledge system.

The class of 1986 is challenging itself to raise $57,000
as part of an annual fund
raising event.
Since 1970, seniors have
been participating in the Senior Challenge Program, said
Marcia Sloan, assistant director of alumni affairs.

SENIORS MAKE pledges
payable in three installments
and the first installment will
be due a year after graduation.

The money from this year's
challenge will go to the Placement Center and for campus
beautif ication if the administration approves, she said.
The landscaping should
cost about $5,000. said Patricia Ritter, chairperson of
the publications committee of
the Senior Challenge Executive Committee.
The money for the placement center will go toward
placement resources, such as
software and hardware, she
said.
The Executive Committee
of the program, made up of 17
seniors from different areas
of the University, began planning the Challenge last fall,
Sloan said.

Cycling club offers training
for competition, touring, fitness
vec said.

by Valerie Lonero
staff reporter

A certain percentage of seniors' pledges can be given
directly to a particular organization, such as a club, fraternity or a scholarship fund,
of the students choice, she
said.
The rest of the money will
be divided between campus
beautification and the placement center, she said.

Although many students depend on a bicycle for transportation, some riders are ready to
pedal for competition or long
distances without dreading the
hours of training.
The BGSU Bicycling Club
plans to give students the opportunity to learn more about cycling skills and touring options
through training lessons.
The club, which first met
Tuesday, was organized by Jim
Karlovec, a sophomore interpersonal communications major
and Donny Marinoni, a junior
secondary education major who
Elan to promote cycling and
■ain interested cyclists.

The Executive Committee
has not decided what percentage of the pledges will be
allowed for individual preferences.
The Committee is recruiting team captains who will
then be responsible for recruiting volunteers.
Ritter said in honor of the
University's 75th anniversary, the Executive Committee set the goal at $57 000
because it is the reverse of 75.

Karlovec and Marinoni decided to form the club because of
their experience in cycling.
"Bicycling is a way to get in
shape and it's an interesting
way to travel," Karlovec said.
"It s a way to see the details of
scenery and meet different people."
There will be a club initiation
fee and training sessions will be
held every three weeks on campus. A permanent location for
the sessions has not yet been
established.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
PRESENTS

A WORLD PREMIERE

Members will be taught the
various features of cycling
maintenance and safety rules.
"Members will learn minor
repairs which are important. If
a cyclist gets a flat tire and he's
30 miles away from a phone, he
has to know how to fix it," Karlo-

"There is definitely a demand
and interest of cycling in the
area. There seems to be a trend
of people in this country getting
into shape and the bicycling club
is another way to introduce fitness," Marinoni said.
In addition to maintenance
and safety, club members will
learn the different aspects of
cycling such as touring and racing competitions.
Tours are a lot of hard work,
it allows the cyclists to see the
scenery and take different
routes all over the country,"
Marinoni said.
The club will also inform
members of cycling courtesies
when riding with groups of peoEle, like keeping safe distances,
nowing when to pass and riding
in single file, Karlovec said.
The club plans to have an
annual race in Bowling Green
open to all University students
and to the general public. Other
races will be offered ranging
from 13 to 100 miles which can
be completed in one day.
"I hope to have around 50
official members by the end of
the semester. We have over 190,000 miles of cycling experience
so our members will learn a
lot," Karlovec said. "At our first
meeting Tuesday night we had
about 40 people show up so I
think the club will definetely be
a success."
Students interested in the cycling club should contact Karlovic or Marinoni for the time
and location of the next meeting.
MOVinfl alOng?

Photo/Peter Fellman

Jim Karlovec, sophomore interpersonal communications major, works
out on a stationary bike in his room. Karlovec has made an extended bike
trip along the east coast and is currently organizing a campus bike club.

BAKED CHICKEN
BUY one

Get one FREE!
Any Medium Pizza Purchase
(That's 2 Medium Pizzas - 20 Slices)

i

NM \ jli.l with An) Other Oflci
i Pci Cutiomcr Expirei: 2/20/16

I

mD Valentine Coupon G0

20% Off of One Sweat Shirt!
Valid only on 2-1446

I

No other discounts apply with coupon

University Bookstore

I

WE DELIVER
354-6500
little Caesars Pizza
112 Mercer St.,

Bowling Green, Ohio

i

DINNER

Warzy's

delicatessen
1068 north main
352-8434

OHIO LOTTO • PICK 4 • SUPER LOTTO

Alumni Owned and Operated
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AIDS policy considered
by Suun McDonald
«t«ff reporter
Although the University does not have a
published blanket policy for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), there is
one in terms of education and counseling,
said Joshua Kaplan, director of Health
Services.
"We make policies in terms of health
care," he said.
Kaplan said that there have been no
reported cases at the University.
But faculty, staff and students should be
educated about the safety guidelines of the
disease, he said.
One of these educational measures was an
Interview and phone-in question session
about AIDS presented by Kaplan on WBGU
radio. He also conducted a video-taped

Research
awards
available
GSS sponsors
cash prizes
The Graduate Student Senate
will sponsor the Charles E.
Snankun Award to honor original graduate research.
Three $750 first prizes and
three $250 second prizes will be
offered in the areas of Arts and
Humanities, Social and Behavioral Sciences and Sciences and
Mathematics, Susan Willis,
vice-president of Graduate Student Senate, said.
"We hope to encourage graduate students to do work that is
significant but more importantly, this award should help
graduate students in different
interdisciplinary lines get to
know each outer and share
ideas," she said.
Graduate students should submit a 750 word abstract before
the end of the month outlining
their research. Abstracts will be
judged for each division by a
three member panel comprised
of one graduate student and two
faculty members and two finalists will be selected from
each division, Willis said.
Finalists must submit a copy
of their abstracts and a final
paper/project before April 3 to
the Executive Council of the
graduate student senate.
> A final on-campus presentation will be at 7 p.m. in the
assembly room at McFall Cen: ter on April 24.
Finalists' abstracts will be
evaluated on the basis of com' prehension, thoroughness of research, content, originality and
presentation quantity.

panel discussion with Bill Harm, associate
professor of biology, in Founders QuadrangleKaplan said that faculty and staff are also
briefed on information about AIDS, such as
its symptoms and how it spreads.
Other Health Service policies are found in
the guidelines of the American College
Health Association, which lists 17 recommendations and guidelines for colleges and
universities in dealing with AIDS.
"Our policy in Health Service essentially
agrees with the recommendations from the
American College Health Service," he said.
Kaplan said that one of these guidelines
followed is that the University does not
restrict the access of students with AIDS or
symptoms of AIDS to theaters, cafeterias,
swimming pools or any other common
areas.

Another guideline followed Is that screening processes are not used for newly admitted or current students for the disease.
Kaplan said the staff at Health Services is
also briefed on all current medical literature and has up-to-date in-service briefings.
"One thing we have made sure is everyone knows current information," he said.
"We are prepared to deal with AIDS patients."
Health Services also provides counseling
with AIDS victims and makes referrals to
the Medical College of Ohio (MCO) in Toledo
for bloodtesting.

The opportunity to teach
abroad is a learning experience for education majors, he
said.
"It's a component of the
college (Education) designed
to provide students with an
opportunity to have a cultural
experience other than their
own culture," Wills said.
"When students come back
they are more aware of other
cultures. They become more
aware of cross-cultural issues."

by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

Eight education majors
plan to fulfill their student
teaching requirements
abroad this semester by participating in the College of
Education's International
Student Teaching Program.
Larry Wills, assistant to the
dean of the College of Education for international programs and student services,
said three student teachers
will be teaching in Rio de
Janiero at Our Lady of Mercy
school. This is a comprehensive kindergarden through
twelfth grade school serving
36 differnet nationalities of
students, he said.
In addition, five student
teachers are headed to Montreal, Canada. They will split
into two groups with two teachers going to MacDonald
High School and three teachers working at Dorset Elementary School.

-BEER & WINE
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
. -RECORDS ond CASSETTES

902 E.WOOSTER -- Next to T.O.'s -PHONE 352-3951
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X

STATE COUPON,
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SOFLENS ENZYMATIC

$5.T

CONTACT LENS CLEANER
LIMIT
24 tabs

1 ■■ EXPIRES 2-27-86 |

TATE COUPON

VIVARIN
40 tabs
LIMIT 1

"They told us that we
should do our sightseeing
when we first get there, because after that, we'll be too
busy," Hohlbein said.
She and the other teachers
going to Montreal will live
with host families around the
Montreal area.

RIO DE JANIERO student
teachers plan to live in dormitory-type housing arranged
by the school, Wills said.
Geof Stevenson, a degreeholder seeking teacher certification, is one of the three
LORI HOHLBEIN, senior
bound for Brazil. Stevenson
English education major, is
will teach American and
among those going to Canada.
world history at Our Lady of
"I'm looking forward to
Mercy.
traveling to Montreal and
He said he is excited about
learning the French culture,"
the range of diversity repshe said.
resentedat the school.
"I don't anticipate any
Hohlbein will teach Shakeproblems as far as culture
speare, poetry and writing to
shock," Stevenson said. "I'm
high school students, who repretty excited about being in
ceive their instruction in Ena foreign country for 10
Cin the predominantly
weeks."
ch speaking city.

'

STORE HOURS
WON TUES WEDS 9 to 9 SAT 10 to 8
1HURS FRI 9 lo 10
SUN 1 1 lo 6

Health Service policy is that all medical
records are kept confidential. But because
AIDS is a reportable disease, under law the
Student Health Center has to report it to the
Wood County Board of Health, which informs the state board of health.

8 Education majors to teach
in Rio, Canada next semester
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Financial aid cuts await court decision
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

Federal government contributions to
student financial aid may be substantially trimmed if the Gramm-Rudman
budget balancing law survives Supreme Court scrutiny and President
Reagan's budget proposals become
law.
A segment of the Gramm-Rudman
law, passed by Congress last December, was declared unconstitutional Friday by a federal three-judge panel
because it authorized across-the-board
cuts to be overseen by the General
Accounting Office. The panel ruled this
unconstitutional because, by law, Congress must authorize all spending.
According to Robert Jamroz, special
assistant to the U.S. Secretary of Education, there are several proposals

designed to cut back on government
spending in student financial aid.
One of the measures included in
President Reagan's budget, which is
before Congress, is the definition of an
independent student
"Currently, 53 percent of students
receiving financial aid are independent
students," Jamroz said. "Any student
who is 22 or younger would be considered a dependent student, unless they
are an orphan or a ward of a court."
HE SAID this is part of a proposed
budget and if passed, it will become
effective for the 1987-88 academic year.
"The budget put before Secretary
(William) Bennett (U.S. Secretary of
Education) would place greater emphasis on secondary and elementary
education, and conversely, less emphasis on higher education," Jamroz

said.
Under Gramm-Rudman, there will
be a 4.3 percent reduction in Pell Grant
funding, he said. Students with families
earning $15,000 per year or less will
receive their full Pell grant award.
This may become effective March 1.
Students coming from families who
earn between $15,000 and $28,000 will
receive less than a full award, Jamroz
said. Anyone whose family earns above
$28,000 will be considered ineligible for
a Pell grant.
Another area targeted for change is
student loans.
"There will be a 0.5 or half a percent
increase in interest fees for the Guaranteed Student Loan program," Jamroz said.
He said that $7.9 billion in federal aid
is marked for students in 1986-87, which
translates into $15 billion in total stu-

dent aid when coupled with state grants
and money from private lending institutions.
In 1987-88 federal funding will decrease to $8.1 billion generated by the
federal government. Money matched
by state supplements and banks will
bring the total aid package to $13.7
billion for 1987-88, he said.
"We are proposing to combine workstudy program and state supplements,'' Jamroz said. "The state
grants will be combined with workstudy for a combined package."
HE SAID the Department of Education is proposing that all students undergo a needs analysis when
considering taking out a Guaranteed
Student Loan. Anyone whose family
earns below $30,000 per year would
automatically qualify for a GSL.
The National Direct Student loan

program would be restructured under
President Reagan's proposed budget,
he said. A student could borrow up to
$10,000 a year under the new plan.
Repayment rate* would adjust more
easily to former students's earning
power, once working after graduation.
Payments on the NDSL would be decided by colleges on an individual
school basis, Jamroz said.
•
Conrad McRoberts, director of financial aid and student employment, said '
his office is investigating the effects of
the bill.
"We are trying to find out the ramifications of Gramm-Rudman for students at Bowling Green, and we will
keen students apprised," he said.
"Obviously, Gramm-Rudman will
have a negative impact on some students here at Bowling Green," McRoberts said.

Library to get new dean Federal cutbacks affect
senior citizens center

A new dean of libraries and
learning resources should be
selected in three to four weeks,
Philip Mason, executive assistant to University President
Paul Olscamp, said yesterday.
Joan Repp, chair of Jerome
Library's access services,

headed the search committee
which forwarded information
regarding the candidates to
Eloise Clark, vice president of
academic affairs, last Friday.
The search committee doesn't
rank the candidates, but merely
provides Clark with information
about them, Repp said.

ti^mmmmmmmwmmmwm

Visitor's Sundoy

• Rush Miller, director of libraries, Sam Houston State University, Huntsville, Texas.
• G. Charles Newman, director,
Butler Library, The State University College of New York at
Buffalo.
• Robert Burr, director Crosby
Library, Gonzaga University,
Spokane, Wash.
The new dean will replace
William Miller who has been
acting dean since the summer of
1964. When the new dean is chosen, Miller will resume his position as assistant dean of
libraries and learning resources.

Come join us I
We would like to invite you
to a special Sunday mommq sen/ice on how New
lestamci it Principles help
us "Reach cur Full fbtentiar
BRYAN RECITAL HALL
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
10 30 SUNDAY FEB. 16

Each candidate was on campus in late January to speak
with faculty and staff members.
The candidates are:

by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

Cuts in federal revenue sharing are trickling down to affect
some local non-profit organizations.
The city has proposed cutting
contributions to the Wood
County Senior Citizens Center
from $25,000 to $15,000 this year,
according to Jean Smith, administrator of the center.
Wes Hoffman, municipal administrator, said that the city
had to make the cut because of
decreased revenue sharing.
"If revenue sharing does survive, we'll be taking a look at
what we can do. But the
Gramm-Rudman bill has had its
effects even this year." Hoffman said.
"As of right now we've had to

MEXICAN
DREAMS COME TRUE!
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JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Apartments Available for
Summer and Fall
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
2 BR — Furnished
720 Second St
1 BR — Furnished
707 & 711 Third St.
1 BR — Unfurnished
Furnished
715 & 719 Third St.
1 BR — Furnished
723 & 727 Third St.
1 BR — Furnished
Unfurnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR — Furnished
Forest Apts. — S. College and Napoleon
2 BR — Furnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished

John Newlove Real Estate
For more details, call
354-2260 or 352-6553
.

1

ask the county to pick up some of
the support for services such as
the link, the airport and the
Senior Citizen Center."
Because the cut means that
the center could be facing a
deficit by the end of the fiscal
year, Smith has asked the Board
of Public Utilities to grant the
center gratis utilities, meaning
utilities at no cost.
IF THE BOARD decides to
provide the center with water,
sewer and electric service at no
cost, the total cost would make
up the $10,000 deficit, Smith
said.
But the board has decided not
to make a decision on the request until the county decides on
its degree of support for the
center.
Members of the board suggested the center seek additional funding from outlying
municipalities and townships in
the county.
Smith said she did not see this
as a feasible alternative.
"When you go to the towns and
villages you near that Bowling
Green gets all the advantages
having the center right there in
town,1* she said. "It seems like it

is a two-way street and we seem
to be caught in the center of it" :
Lyle Wright, director of public:
utilities, said he did not support:
the request.
"We re at the point right now i
where the income of the electric .
and sewage department is defi-:
cit," Wright said. "Until we get;
in a better position, I would not;
favor the request."
INDIVIDUAL Board of Public j
Utilities members expressed •
differing opinions on the gratis •
request.
' 'if we set a precedent like this .
by granting gratis utilities,
Other non-profit organizations;
might appeal and ask for free I
utilities,'' said Thomas Pendle-:
ton, board member.
Other members argued that \
Bowling Green might already be;
contributing more than its share
to the center.
"We do provide the building ■
and maintenance in addition to ■
our contributions," said Sheilah ■
Fulton, board member. "We are
doing a lot more than our
share."
Smith said, without additional
contributions from the city, the <
center could have a difficult
tin* operating.

CHARLESTOWN
APAPTMFNTS
MID AM MANOR

Ttlata
V/ mexkon food

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—summer
1986 and 1986-87 school year:

eedcentino

» I. ato.lt

7011 Alr^rtHwy.

476-5r043

S66-8229

•41-4431

2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat
& water included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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A trip back to the Old School
First-graders get a glimpse of the past at Educational Memorabilia Center
The small brick vintage
schoolhouse standing near the
center of campus may seem
out of place on Bowling
Green's campus, but the
building serves a bigger
purpose than proof ofthe past.
As a group of first-graders
from Glennwood Elementary
School in Rossford discovered,
this one-room schoolhouse is a
museum of educational
history.
The District Six schoolhouse,
appropriately named the
Educational Memorabilia
Center, was originally brought
to the University as an
extortion of a reception room
in the Education Building that
was decorated with antique
school desks and other donated
schoolroom items.
"The room had so much
antique furniture that it
became more like a museum,"
Marilyn Braatz, publication
specialist in the College of
Education, said.
THE OLD schoolhouse made
for perfect storage of the
A Norwalk family donated
the building to the University
in 1975 when it was moved
from State Route 18 near
Norwalk then rebuilt and
restored at its present
location. Braatz said.
"The building was 100 years
old at the time?' she said. "It
was taken down brick by brick
Bi a professor of the
niversity (Dr. Daniel
Heisler) and his three sons."
Most of the Center's
artifacts have been donated
from other Ohio schoolhouses,
but some original items
include a wooden desk,
complete with carved initials,
an iron stove, some wooden
floor planks, and all of the
exterior bricks.
i
It has been 47 years since
this schoolhouse held its last
regular class. Classes would
begin in the fall, but let out in
April so children could help
with spring planting, Braatz
said.
School days began with a
loud hand bell. The boys had to
walk in one door and sit on one
side of the room while the girls
entered another door and sat
" on the opposite side of the
: room. Likewise, at recess, the
boys had to play in the back
and on one side of the building
and the girls played on the
other sides.
SINCE EIGHT grade levels
: were being taught at a time,
keeping students in order was
important. Discipline
consisted of a dunce stool, cap
. and a hickory stick.
"If they were punished in
: school, they got the same
I punishment at home," Braatz
- said. "The parents knew the
importance of good education
and tried to reinforce what
teachers did in school.
"Not all schools were set up
like this," she said. "Different
schools had different customs;
it depended on what the people
- in the area wanted."
■ Supervision of teachers was
consistent in northwestern
Ohio schools in the 19th and
, early 20th centries. however.
' All teachers were female and
' were not to marry during the
term of their contract and had
- to be home between 8 p.m. and
6 a.m. unless attending a
.'school function.
Also, teachers followed a
strict dress code and had many
restrictions on their social life.
There were no teacher strikes,
although five years of service
.earned a 25 cent per week
raise.
The Memorabilia Center is
open on Saturdays and
Sundays from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
or by appointment for groups.

Photos and
story by
Jacquie Pearson
«

X

Above: The interior of the schoolhouse was restored to resemble late 19th century
schoolhouses. Above right: Memorabilia Center guide Diane Docis. junior journalism

major, answers questions from the Glennwood students.

Elsewhere
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Dissident released from Cl.S.S.R.

Family expected
to join freed man
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Soviet Union has "indicated"
that the mother of Soviet dissident Anatoly Shcharansky
and other family members
win be allowed to emigrate to
Israel, the State Department
said yesterday.
Reporters had asked at the
department's daily press
briefing whether the administration had assurances from
the Soviets that Shcharansky's relatives would be allowed to leave.
It issued a one-sentence
statement which said: "The
Soviets have indicated they

/

Freed Shcharansky will campaign for emigration of Soviet Jews

will allow his mother and
other members to emigrate."

JERUSALEM (AP) - Anatoly
Shcharansky said yesterday he
win resume the campaign for
free emigration of Soviet Jews
that led the Kremlin to put him
in prison and labor camps for
more than eight years.

Shcharansky was released
Tuesdav in an East-West
swap of prisoners after serving eight years on charges of
treason, espionage andvntiSoviet agitation.

Israel radio also said he sent
forms to Moscow formally inviting his 77-year-old mother, Ida
Milgrom, and his brother Leonid
to Israel on the basis of family
reunification. That is the first
step in getting exit visas from
the Soviet government.

His brother, Leonid, said
later in Moscow he and their
mother, Ida Milgrom, intended to file emigration applications yesterday. Soviet
citizens with family members
abroad can be granted exit
permits if they ask to be reunited with relatives.

The State Department said
yesterday the Soviet Union has
''indicated" Ida Milgrom and
other relatives of Shcharansky
would be allowed to emigrate to
Israel. The brief announcement
did not elaborate.
The Jewish human rights activist, who was imprisoned as a
spy, told Israel radio in his first
interview since being released
to the West: "It is mytask to use
my experience to help those
people who stayed behind in the
Soviet Union."
On Tuesday, Shcharansky
walked across the Glienicke
Bridge to West Berlin from
Communist East Germany.
Three other people held in the

-OPENMON thru THURS 5-9:30 p.m.
FRI & SAT
5-10:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
4:30-8:30 p.m.

East and five imprisoned in the
West, all on espionage charges,
were exchanged on the "bridge
of spies" half an hour later.
IN EAST BERLIN, be said, be
was told to walk a straight line
to a car and deliberately took a
zig-zag route. "Of course, that's
funny, but it was a matter of
principle never to agree to anything for the KGB (secret police)," be said.
"Either I didn't listen to what
they told me to do, or I did
exactly the opposite."
His brother Leonid, 39, told
Western reporters in Moscow
that Shcharansky lay down in
the snow, demanding the return
of his belongings before boarding the special plane taking him
to Berlin, but finally left with
only a prayer book. He crossed
the bridge in borrowed clothes.
The radio said the 38-year-old
mathematician and computer
analyst who was reported to
have health problems during his
confinement, had undergone a
medical examination.
He appears pale and thin but
told a government spokesman
he gained more than 20 pounds
because of better treatment dur-

tbe last weeks before his
SHCHARANSKY and his wife
Avital, who led a worldwide
campaign for a decade to free
him, stayed out of sight most of
the day, appearing only briefly
on the balcony of their secondfloor Jerusalem apartment.
They were separated the day
after their wedding in 1974, when
Avital emigrated to Israel with
the understanding that her husband would follow in a few
months. She began her campaign when the Soviet Union
refused to let him go.
Shcharansky said he knew
"almost nothing" of the international efforts for his release and
often was denied routine mail
privileges.
"Avital would write me twice
a week, and I would receive two
letters a year from her. And that
was in a good year. There also
were years when I didn't receive
a single letter," be said.
Uri Savir, spokesman for
Prime Minister Shimon Peres,
said the Shcharanskys appealed
to President Reagan by telephone to intervene with Soviet
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5206 RENWYCK, TOLEDO OHIO
(off Reynolds — near Hill)

United Way
of Greater Toledo

535-1836

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Churrywood Health Spa
9:00-4:30

Phono 352-9378

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Monday - Friday

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted t furnished
Gas hoot - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
1 1/2 bath

Your Video Headquarters
VCR RENTAL
1 Night only $5.95
2 Nights only $11.95
WEDNESDAY • Stop by and
with 1 FREE TAPE
check out our surprise spe3 Nights only $17.85
cial.
with FREE TAPE
• Every 10th video rental is FREE.
TUESDAY • 2 for 1 for 2.
Two videos for the price of
one for 2 DAYS.

OVER

3700 MOVIES

No Membership
Required for Rental

I/O Video Memberships
1
' * price to all STUDENTS

Special Features

authorities on behalf of his
mother and brother.
They made the call to Reagan,
and another to Secretary of
State George Shultz, shortly
after stepping from the Israeli
executive jet that brought them
from West Germany Tuesday
night Avital, 34, had met her
husband in Frankfurt
Savir said both Reagan and
Shultz promised to help.
There have been reports mat
Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev reached the initial agreement that
Shcharansky would be freed at
their Geneva summit in November.

Rockwell
wants role
in project
PITTSBURGH (AP)-The
builder of the space shuttle
and the B-1B bomber envisions a role in creating a
space station and the space
plane President Reagan
would like to have flying by
2000.
But an official of Rockwell
International Corp., the nation's largest space contractor and second-largest
defense contractor, said yesterday It's too early to make
any proposals for private industry to take over any part
of the space program now
operated by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
"We're always looking at
the commercialization of
space. But our position is that
it's premature," Rockwell
President Donald Beall said
following a shareholders
meeting in Pittsburgh.
BeaU told shareholders that
preliminary planning has already begun on a plane, menHoned by Reagan in his State
of the Union address, that
could reach Tokyo from
Washington in two hours.
The plane might take off
like a conventional airliner
and leave the earth's atmosphere at 25 times the speed
of sound before descending.

All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool

• Sun Lamps

• Shower Manage

• Indoor Heated Pool

• Metos Sauna

• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
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LIFEFORCE
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Rain

8 p.m.
GisriThMtre
FREE

DELTA ZETA

7:30,9:45, midnight
210MSC
$1.50 with BGSU ID

7 p.m., 9 p.m.
121 West Hall
$1.50 with BGSU ID

*Pleose note: These days are changed from Tuesday's BG News ad

proudly announces their 1986 officers
President
1" Vice Pres.—Rush
fr'Vlce Pres.—Pledge
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
Rec. & Efficiency
St. Panhel Rep.
Jr. Panhel Rep.
Historian

Guards
Assistant Rush
Assistant Pledge
Assistant Treasurer
Social Chairman
Assistant Social Chairman
Enrichment
Academics
Activities
Intramurals
Philanthropy Chairman
Sorority Education
House Manager
Alumnae Chairman
Vottyball Chairman

Colleen Vaughn
Debbie Bowman
Susan Grimes
Jane Maschari
Nancy Watson
Kellee Roby
Melissa Frizz ell
Julie LeFevre
Karen Elliot
Marcy Kline
Amy Otto
Debbie Paul
Michele Hopkins
Cathy Hoeffel
Eileen Dunn
Maryrose Evans
Elizabeth Harper
Karen Phillips
Lorri Gorno
Sandy Williams
UsaRIx
Kelly Baker
Sharon Barton
Kathy Avers
Lori Pierce
Donna Gretz

A Special Thanks to the 1985 Officers!
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TOMORROW is the last day
to sign up with only a $100
deposit for Daytona Beach
and South Padre Island
Spring Break trips.
Final payments are
due Feb. 24
VSA>.
After Feb. 14, sign-ups must
be accompanied by
full payment.
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Ex-Salvadoran officer
admits role in killings
WASHINGTON (AP) - A former Salvadoran army officer,
planning to seek political asylum in the United States, says he
participated in death squad killings in the early 1960s and witnessed the slaughter of civilians
by El Salvador's U.S.-backed
military.
Ex-Lt. Ricardo Ernesto Castro, 35, a 1973 West Point graduate, described death squad
killine of suspected "subversives as a routine activity of
the Salvadoran army in early
1961. He said he personally commanded four assassination missions, claiming about a dozen
lives.
Castro said he also saw the
army execute unarmed women
and children during a counterinsurgency sweep near the Rio
Lempa in the fall of 1961 and
leave the bodies in shallow
streams as a warning to leftist
guerrillas.
"My company was thirsty, but
the soldiers would not take water from one of these streams
because of these kids' corpses,"
Castro said in a recent tape-recorded interview at his suburban Washington home.
Castro, who left El Salvador in
mid-1962, is the first Salvadoran

army officer to publicly state
that he participated in death
Siiad killings. He initially told
i story to free-lance reporter
Allan Nairn for an article in the
current issue of Progressive
magazine.
CASTRO, HOWEVER, said in
the interview he was recruited
to work with the CIA and served
as a translator for an American
who trained the Salvadoran military on interrogation techniques. He said the American
trainer did not advocate torture,
but suggested that suspects be
kept ''completely disoriented"
by keeping them isolated and
employing psychological tactics.
Castro's statements support
allegations made by private human rights groups that the Salvadoran military committed
massive abuses in the early
1960s, killing tens of thousands
of civilians. During those years,
the Reagan administration disputed many of the charges but
acknowledged that some abuses
occurred.
In a July 1962 report certifying
human rights progress in El
Salvador, the State Department
said "there has been no evidence to support periodic guer-

Bethesda heart surgeon
defends competency

rilla allegations of large-scale
massacres allegedly committed
by government forces."
The administration now contends abuses have largely been
brought under control, although
private human rights groups say
government forces still commit
selective murders in the cities
and use indiscriminate firepower in the countryside.
AN ESTIMATED 50.000 civilians have died in the 6-year-old
civil war.
Castro said he came to the
United States in mid-1962 to tell
U.S. officials about the corruption and atrocities that many
young officers felt were undermining prospects for restoring
peace in El Salvador. After his
appeals received little attention,
he said he decided to stay here
with his wife and three children
and plans to request political
asylum.
Castro said widespread political assassinations represented a
Elicy established by the miliry nigh command initially usaarmy personnel, but he
led that by mid-1961, the
"death squad" work had shifted
to the government security
forces, particularly the Treasury Police.

USE THE CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE

doing surgery between the
time he was struck in the eye
by a tennis ball in 1978 and
joined the Navy in late 1982.
•
"As far as my job performance was concerned. I
could do it as well after that
injury as before," he said.
The government contends
the injury left Billig with essentially no vision in his right
eye and this hampered his
ability to do heart surgery.
Biffig also testified that he
disclosed to Navy recruiters
that his privileges had been
terminated at Monmouth
Medical Center in Long
Branch, N.J. after an internal
administrative procedure.
But be said he did not mention
that matter in his initial interview with Bethesda doctors.

BILLIG SAID that in a 1963
meeting, the head of heart
surgery at nearby Walter
Reed Army Medical Center,
Col. Russ Zajtchuk "was not
complimentary to me." Zaltchuk testified that he told
Billig his surgery was at the
level of a first-year resident
and that he should not continue performing operations.
Asked by defense attorney
Stephen Baker if Zajtchuk
had said he was at the level of
a first-year resident, Billig
responded, "I don't specifically remember that."
Asked if be had been told he
was incompetent, Billig answered, "The first time lever
heard that word was when
this hearing started."
Most initial testimony centered on Billig's background
and training and his initial
months at Bethesda in 1983.
Billig said that by June 1963
he had been cleared at Bethesda to conduct uncomplicated cases of open heart
surgery after consulting with
colleagues at Bethesda or
Walter Reed.
He denied that another doctor, Reginald Peniston, had
told him be should give up
heart surgery, as Peniston
had testified earlier.
BILLIG SAID he had not
encountered any difficulty in

WASHINGTON (AP)-Dr.
Donal BUlig, defending himself against manslaughter
charges in the deaths of five
heart patients, said yesterday
that none of his fellow doctors
had told him be was incompetent to conduct surgery at
Bethesda Naval Hospital.
In his first testimony at his
military court-martial, the
former head of heart surgery
at Bethesda also said that a
1978 eye injury had not impaired his ability to conduct
surgery before joining the
Navy. He and said he had told
his Navy recruiter that his
privileges had been terminated at a New Jersey civilian hospital in 1961.
Billig, a Navy commander,
is charged with involuntary
manslaughter involving five
patients who died during or
after heart surgery. He is also
charged with 24 counts of
dereliction of duty in connection with other operations.
As he took the stand, Billig,
55, said he was "a little nervous." However, he appeared
to grow more confident as he
proceeded, answering questions from his lawyers in considerable detail and
volunteering answers to counter prosecution testimony
that was beyond the scope of
the questions.

"I guess now the way things
have evolved and reflected on
it, maybe I should have mentioned it," he said.
Billig acknowledged he
later was fired from a private
surgical practice in Pittsburgh, Pa. But he attributed
that and the Monmouth case
to professional differences
rather than questions of his
abilities. He also cited professional considerations in explaining why he left two
earlier civilian jobs.
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THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where quality comes first"

NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise
2 houses south of Toco Bell
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352"2566

$100.00 in cash
Free Admission with college ID

Ecuador Sweater & Clothing
Exhibit & Sale
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KAPPA
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Congratulates Their
1986 Appointed Officers

Valentine's Party
Come & Celebrate with Passion

SATCIRDAYPast Prime Pizza Party
Open till 4 a.m.

Feb. 13-14, 17-18
9am-5pm
outside Grand Ballroom
Imported sweaters, scarves, & various
other clothing direct from Ecuador

Midnight Madness at 12:00
Wear your P.J.'s

All price ranges!
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Alumnae Relations
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Theresa Zimmerman
Michelle Hrusovsky
Donna Dodgson
Anne-Marie Notaro
Anne Slovak
Holly Scheibe
Jennifer Palagyi
Colleen Coberly
Beth MacMurdo
Wendy Jo Africa
Pam Hovatter
Jamean Buller
Janet Slaby
Amy Bauman
Sue VanDeventer
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Claudia Binkley
Anne-Marie Notaro
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9 or 12 month leases
2 bedrooms
Furnished and Unfurnished
IVi baths
Carpeted
Washer & Dryer in Building
FREE Water & Sewer
Gas Heat
Priced for groups of 2 or 3
CALL NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

328 S. Main
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Delegate observes
fraud in vote tally
COLUMBUS (AP)-A
team of international observers believes there was rampant fraud in the Philippines
election, but cannot deter
mine if it was enough to influence the outcome, Gerald
Austin, Gov. Richard Celeste's campaign director,
said yesterday.
Austin was part of a 44member delegation invited
by President Ferdinand Marcos and challenger Corazon
Aquino to monitor the bitterly
fought election. Austin's
group operated apart from a
team of U.S. observers
headed by Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind.
"I can tell you that from
our group, we believe there
was fraud that took place,
that it was rampant, but we
did not say that we could
determine whether the fraud
actually will Influence the
outcome of the election,"
Austin told a news conference. "It's possible (since)
there were tl million people
voting, that a million votes
could have been stolen and
not influence the outcome of
the election."
Austin, who was in the Philippines from Feb. 4-10, said
lie personally did not see any
fraud. He and a delegate from
Gambia were sent to a heavily pro-Marcos region where
they visited 15 polling places.
'1 DIDN'T see any people
stuffing ballots. I didn't see
the same people voting from
one polling place to another. I
didn't see any troops that
were intimidating people," he
said.

But on election night, Austin stood with three priests
who had voted for Aquino and
watched as the tally in their
precinct was released.
''When the sealed envelope
was opened up, the vote was
147 for Marcos, zero for
Aquino," he said.
There were other examples of that where Aquino
people, who were the officials
in that precinct and therefore
voted in that precinct, when
the ballots were opened there
were no Aquino votes," he
said.
Half of the 44-member delegation was made up of Americans, and of them, half were
Democrats and half Republicans.
Results of the election still
are in doubt. Austin believes
there is a possibility that
Marcos "is going to have this
election finalized" in such a
way that he will win the presidency and Aquino's runningmate will become vice president. Candidates do not run in
tandem in the Philippines.
"THIS GUY IS very, very
slick," Austin said of Marcos.
"I think if the final results
are that Marcos wins, which I
expect, I don't know that you
could see a civil war over
there, but I think you will see
... what happened in Poland,
and that is the church becomes the opposing party,"
Austin said. He said the country is predominantly Roman
Catholic.

"The church is very, very
much involved with Aquino, "he said.
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Ex-Marine sentenced for fraud
CINCINNATI (AP)-A federal Judge rebuked a former
Marine before sentencing him
yesterday to two years in prison
for defrauding the government
by supplying counterfeit safety
equipment to the Defense Department.
US. District Judge Arthur
Spiegel told William Ballard,
now a Lewisburg businessman,
that he should have known the
potential hazards of supplying
unapproved mask facepiece
lenses to the military. Ballard,
37, served two years with the
Marines in Vietnam, the judge
said.
"I cannot accept Mr. Ballard's statements that he was
just doing business as it was
expected of him," Spiegel said
at Ballard's sentencing hearing.
"If anyone should know the consequences of shipping substandard equipment to the military,
whose lives depend on it, it
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is looking for you!
If you are interested in having
your work published, please
attend a brief informational
meeting, Tuesday, Feb. 18,
9:45 p.m. in the Commons,
2nd Floor, West Hall
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FEDERAL authorities said
Ballard had another company
print counterfeit labels from a
Mine Safety Appliance Co. label
that Ballard supplied as a sample. Ballard then shipped the
unapproved facepieces to Defense Department depots for
distribution. The offenses occurred in 1983.
Federal authorities said all of
the bogus lenses were believed
to have been recovered before
they were placed in military
service.
Ballard had claimed that he
was not doing anything that
other suppliers did not do in the
routine course of business.
But Spiegel rejected that defense, saying, "Mr. Ballard
cheated the government, out of
greed."

Ballard was ordered to report
to prison March S to begin serving his sentence.
Spiegel could have sentenced
Ballard to maximum terms of
five years in prison and a $10,000
fine on each of the two counts of
submitting false statements.
The judge said he would not:
order restitution because Ballard has already made some
reimbursement to the govern-;
ment and is negotiating to repay
more.
Spiegel said he would leave
Ballard's other assets intact for
the support of Ballard's family. <
"Whatever assets he has left,
we believe would be better used
to support his wife and four.
children than haying the govern-.
ment support him, ana them,
through welfare payments until
he is released," the judge said.

311 South Main
' Bowling Green, Ohio
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should be Mr. Ballard, who
served on the firing line.
The mask facepieces were to
have been used In gas masks,
respirators and self-contained
breathing systems used by military firefighters as protection
against fire fumes and toxic
chemicals.
Ballard, president of Lewisburg Supply Co., pleaded guilty
to two counts of a 30-count felony
indictment in which he was accused of knowingly shipping
about 20,000 unapproved mask
facepieces to the Defense Department and of changing labels
on the items to cover up their
true origin. His supply contract
with the government stated that
the mask facepieces were to
have been made by Mine Safety
Appliance Co., of Pittsburgh.
Pa., but Ballard instead shipped
items produced by Dayton Plastics Co., of Dayton, Ohio, a supplier not approved by military
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J...,.|l 11013 N M.inSl . I.G. »« 1401, ■■■■■■■
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WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY
3 Locations
* Palmer Avenue
* South Summit St.
* Napoleon Road
*
*
*
*
■k
*

One ond two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included
On Site management
Full time Maintenance
Swimming Pools
Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
IF LEASE IS SIGNED
BEFORE MARCH 31
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.

352-9135

9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment

If vou're amone those who haven't had their senior Dortrait talon

LAST TWO DAYS
FOR
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Call 372-8086 for an appointment.
Don't be left out of the best senior section ever, or caught at graduation
without senior portraits for family, friends or employers. Then you WILL NEED
a bag!
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Human rights abuses
charged in Nicaragua
LONDON (AP) - Amnesty
International said yesterday
that Nicaragua's leftist government often jails opposition
leaders, lawyers and trade
unionists for short periods in
an attempt to intimidate and
harass them.
According to Amnesty International, Nicaragua's
Sandinista government has
punished its military men for
abuses such as murder and
rape of prisoners, but it said
some reported killings and
disappearances of past years
still have not been cleared up.
The London-based human
rights organization also said
there have been frequent reports from deserters and witnesses of the torture,
mutilation and execution of
prisoners by U.S.-supported
Nicaraguan rebels. The number of victims "is believed to
total many hundreds," the
report said.
It cited a military manual
previously distributed by the
U.S. Central Intelligence
Agency that allegedly encouraged such abuses. The manual was discontinued in 1983.
In a summary of a report
entitled "Nicaragua: The Human Rights Record," Amnesty International said it has
sent four missions to Nicaragua since the Sandinistas de-

feated the forces of rightwing President Anastasio Somoza in July 1979.
THE MISSIONS uncovered
human rights violations by
both the government of President Daniel Ortega and the
rebels, the report said.
But the missions concentrated on alleged violations
by the government, it said,
because the organization's
role is to press governments
to uphold human rights commitments and to protest if
they carry out, support or
condone abuses.
Under the Sandinista government, political prisoners
may be held incommunicado
for periods of up to several
months, denied a fair trial
and be imprisoned under poor
conditions, the report said.
Amnesty International said
released prisoners have reported being subjected to disorientation by such means as
lights being left on continuously in their cells or being
given extra meals to make
them believe more time had
passed.
Punishments include
forced exercise and being
made to stand during prolonged questioning, according to Amnesty International.
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News Briefs
Judge refuses ruling on official

NASA Center projects delayed
CLEVELAND (AP)-The
scrubbing of the next three
space shuttle flights has disrupted the Dlans of NASA Lewis
Research Center scientists who
were preparing a rocket booster
for use next May.
More than 200 people at NASA
Lewis work on the Centaur
rocket, which was intended to
propel the Ulysses and Galileo
rce probes from the space
ttle orbiter in May, said
Larry Ross, director of space
flight systems at the center.
Since NASA is working on
other Centaur projects with different deadlines, the delay has
forced a rescheduling of work
and will add to the workload in
the future.
Still. Ross said, "Of all the
horrible aftereffects involved
with the tragedy, it's the least of
the worries having to replan the
work."

Ross had no estimate on bow
much the delays would cost.
The Ulysses was scheduled to
be launched from the orbiter on
May 5 to examine the poles of
the sun, and the Galileo was to
be launched on the 20th to examine the atmosphere of Jupiter.
On Monday, NASA canceled
the May flight and the two preceding ones while NASA and
other agencies try to determine
what caused the Jan. 28 explosion during the takeoff of the
space shuttle Challenger, killing
the seven crew members.
THE LAUNCH of the probes
depends on the planets' being in
certain positions, and the "planetary window" wont be open
again for the Jupiter probe until
June 1967.
The two rocket boosters are at
the Kennedy Space Center in
Florida.

on the basis of her sex. Dayton
lawyer Jeff Silverstein is representing her in both lawsuits.
"It's not really discouraging
at this point/ Frost said.
"There is no point I feel that I
am going to lose. I won at the
Common Pleas level, and the
city won the first appeal. It's
just a matter of whose going to
win at the next level."
This month, the Ohio 12th District Court of Appeals upheld the
city's firing of Frost
In July 1964, she was suspended with pay for talking to
the press about the sex discrimination charges she filed against
the police department.
After a predisciplinarv conference, Frost was suspended without pay for IS days. That
suspension ended Aug. 30,1964.

Meadowview Courts
Apartments

$225.00

Unfurnished efficiency
$200.00

Landlord pays gas heal
shared electric

Landlord pays gas heat
shared electric

One bdrm. furnished

One bdrm. unfurnished
$250.00
All utilities paid

$270.00
includes utilities

SHOP THE
LITTLE SHOP

Tw*o bedroom furnished

UNIVERSITY UNION

$270.00

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00

plus gas & electric

plus gas 8 electric

CLEVELAND (AP1-A man
believed responsible for at least
SO rapes in the last 2 Mi
may nave committed a _
number of unreported assau
as well, the bead of the sex
crimes unit of the Cleveland
police department said yester"The thing that's frightening
to me in all this is the number
that's perhaps gone unreported," said Lt. Lude Krause
in discussing the department's
search for the suspected rapist.
"My fear is that he's been more
active than this has been indicating. I Just hope we get him."
Lt Krause said rape remains
the most underreported violent
crime, making it likely that a
large number of attacks by the
man have gone unreported.
She said the assailant is the
only suspected mass rapist in
thedty.
"We've had a couple of in-

stances where we've felt some
person was good for three or
four rapes." she said. "But if
you're talking about this kind of
numbers. I can't think of any."
Detective Pat Carr, a 26-year
veteran of the force, said she
can recall no other rapist going
unapprehended over such a long
period, and with so many vicCLEVELAND police have released a composite sketch of the
assailant, whose last reported
rape was in December.
He is described as as white, 5foot-7.140 pounds, with an olive
complexion, black or brown collar-length hair and brown eyes.
He is soft-spoken and about 20
years old.
Police say he is suspected of
rapes on the city's west side and
in the southwest suburbs of
Fairview Park, Middleburg
Heights, North Olmsted, Parma
and Parma Heights.
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Executive Board applications
are available for the following
positions:

Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year
Furnished efficiency

Court to rule on whether Battin
is entitled to hold office.
"The fact that she has to file
this is fairly strong evidence
that he's unable to carry on bis
affairs," Watkins said yesterday. Watkins is trying to obtain
a statement from Battin or his
physician in order to support his
contention that Battin is permanently incapacitated.
"He's no longer being rehabilitated at a hospital,'' he said.
"He's at a nursing home."
BATTIN WAS injured in an
automobile accident June 6,
1965, and has neither reported
for work nor tended to any of the
functions of his lob since then.
He continues to draw his annual
salary of $32,678.
Watkins said Ohio case law
fails to address the point,
largely because technical advances In prolonging life have
been relatively recent.

Police search for mass rapist

Officer fights to regain her job
WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP)Fired in 1964 as a Wilmington
policewoman, Sharon Frost says
she has not lost faith in her
ongoing effort to win back her
job through lawsuits filed
against the city.
'Wilmington's law director, G.
Allen Gano. said yesterday that
the city still stands by its decision to fire Frost in December
1964 for incompetence. She had
been the city's first woman police officer, and complained that
she was not treated fairly because she was a woman.
Frost, 32, who still lives in
Wilmington, is planning an appeal to the Ohio Supreme Court
of her firing. She also has filed a
$5 million civil lawsuit in U.S.
District Court, charging the dry
with discriminating against her

WARREN, Ohio (AP)-A
Tnimbull County probate Judge
has refused to rule County Commissioner Thomas Baton incompetent by reason of mental
disability, even though Battin
has been incapacitated since a
June IMS automobile accident
and continues to draw a salary.
The ruling by Probate Judge
Thomas Swift Tuesday came on
a request by Battin's wife, Karen, to be her husband's guardian. Swift's order of dismissal,
however, states that she has the
right to reapply.
Swift said Karen Battin had
offered neither a physician's
statement indicating mental infirmity nor a statement that
Battin has refused to submit to
an examination.
The case was being watched
by county Prosecutor Dennis
Watkins, who said be is drafting
a petition for the state Supreme

President, Vice President, Committee
Coordinator and University Liaison

Applications must be returned
by 5 p.m., Feb. 24.
To be eligible for an executive position,
you must be in Good Academic standing
with the University and be a current or
previous UAO member.

Sam -4:45cm Mon - M

Applications are available in Residence Halls,
405 Student Services and the UAO office, 3rd
floor Union. For more information,
call 372-2343.

All residents have the priviledge of using The
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 6* and High St.
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332-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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PRESENTS

A WORLD PREMIERE

MTY

Sunday Night
Relief Pitcher Party

7'hAnniversary Birthday Party
Saturday Fab. 15*

FROM THE RIVERS OF OUR FATHERS

Doors Open At 7:00

5-9 p.m.

$5.00 Admission Includes
Domlnos Pizza — All-U-Can-Eatl
Draft Boar — Your Fill

Written and Directed By

19 & over Sunday Only

JOHN SCOTT

Dance to the best music from the
50's to the creme of the 80's

lOi.fliml mum by|
S«aV»ky Cowwll
John Von

■k Free Uptown/MTV exclusive edition Tshirts to first 175!!
■k Door Prizes for Everyone . . . Hats . . .
Shirts . . . Mugs . *. . Posters . . .

JQu«» Actors]

fSTudewi Company!

AmoaCowson
Gary Bond

Sylv.a Cartel
Wendl Franklin

Ntda Spseri
AIIM v>inon
Tonya Duma*

***>• Adsmt
Stephanie Diion
RoOtn BkkeMafl
B.MI t. ollma

Henry J'I Is located on tho
corner of Byrne & G lend ale In
the Glenbyrne Shopping Center

FEBRUARY 12-15, 1986

Plus chances to win MTV Gifts
All Nite Long

JOE E. BROWN THEATRE
8:00 P.M.

Don't Miss Out

No Reservations (250 seats)
Box Office Opens at 7:00pm

Come Thirsty

TICKET8: SI.50
•

Public Dlacunfln with Playwright after each performance
• Adult Themca/language
Producadby
UNIVERSITY THEATRE/ETHWC CULTURAL ARTS PROCJRAM (ECAP)

-
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BG crushed by Hurons, 87-64 Knight will
remain at 1(1
by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor

YPSILANTI, Mich. - Bowling
Green's basketball team's
chances for the Mid-American
Conference tournament are
plummeting as quickly as its
shooting percentage the past
three games.
The Falcons shot Just 38 percent from the field as Eastern
Michigan buried BG 87-64 last
night in Bowen Field House.
It was the Falcons' third
straight loss to tie them for last
in the MAC with four other
BG has managed to shoot Just
3* and 42 percent in losses to
Central Michigan and Ohio
University.
"If you can't shoot, you aren't
foing to beat too many teams,"
alcon coach John Weinert said.
"And lately, we haven't been
able to hit anything.
"We couldn't even have
thrown a shot into Lake Erie, no,
we couldn't even put one in Lake
Superior, and it's bigger."
• while BG couldn't hit the
broad side of a barn with its
shots, the Hurons blistered the
nets at 66 percent.
"I was very pleased with our
effort tonight," EMU coach Ben

"We couldn't even have thrown a shot
into Lake Erie, no, we couldn't even put
one in Lake Superior, and it's bigger."

— John Weinert, BG coach
Braun said. "Our defensive intensity made them shoot bad,
which helped us get going for
easy hoops on offense."
Tne Hurons Jumped to a quick
10-2 lead with 16:07 remaining in
the first half, but the Falcons
battled back to tie the game
15-15 with 12:07 left.
However, the Hurons scored
the next six points to take a 21-16
advantage. BG came back with
six of its own to tie the game
21-21.
EMU took control of the game
at the 3:32 left in the half as
junior guard Lewis Scott keyed
a Huron spurt. EMU outscored
the Falcons 10-4 down the
stretch to take a 41-33 lead into
the locker room.
"I thought that was a big key
for them/' Weinert said. "We
caught up with them and then
suddenly we were down by eight
going into the locker room."
Scott led the Hurons with 14
first-half points. EMU shot a
"idling 17 of 26 form the field in
the half for 65 percent.

"Lewis gave us a big lift in the
first half," Braun said. "He hit
his shots and played excellent
defense."
BG, on the other hand, made
13 of 36 shots for 36 percent in the
initial period. Sophomore forward James Tyler came off the
bench to score nine points.
In the second half, the Hurons
picked up where they left off,
scoring the first four points.
EMU never looked back, increasing its lead with a number
of slam dunks, alley oops and
layups.
When the smoke cleared, the
Hurons had stretched their advantage to 23 points.
Scott finished with a gamehigh 18 points to pace EMU.
Junior Mike McCaskill and
senior Percy Cooper chipped in
with 15 points each. Sophomore
Chuck King added 11 points.
"It was a total team effort,"
Braun said. "I hope the team
realized it was a team effort
which won the game and continue doing it."

After holding a 20-18 rebounding advantage in the first half,
the Hurons out-rebounded the
Falcons 26-9 in the second half
and 46-27 for the game.
BG was led by sophomore
center Steve Martenet's 16
points. Junior Jim Smith scored
15 points while Tyler finished
with 11. Anthony Robinson
scored 10 points for the Falcons.
Senior captain Brian Miller,
BG's leading scorer with a 16.5
per game average, was held
scoreless.
The Falcons and EMU are
now tied with Kent State, Toledo
and Central Michigan with 5-8
MAC marks.

AROUND THE MAC: Leagueleading Miami defeated Kent
State 77-69 behind Eric Newsomes 37 points. Ron Harper
added 18 markers. The Redskins
are now 12-1 in MAC action.
Ervin Leavy hit a basket with
two seconds remaining to give
Central Michigan a 57-55 win
over Toledo. Leavy also led all
scorers with 24 points.
Marty Lehmann canned an 18foot jumper with a second left
which gave Ohio University a 6361 triumph over Ball State.
Northern Illinois stopped
Western Michigan 67-60.

BLOOMINGTON, Ind.
(AP) - Memo from Indiana's
Bob Knight to anyone else
seeking his coaching services: Forget it
The Hoosier coach said yesterday he has not applied for
the coaching Job at Ohio
State, that he doesn't intend
to apply there or anywhere
else and that he will remain
with the Hoosiers for the rest
of his coaching career.
The statement by Knight,
released through the Indiana
sports inf ormafion office, was
prompted by a report by
WEWS-TV of Cleveland. The
station quoted an unidentified
source on Tuesday as saying
that Knight had applied to
succeed Eldon Miller at Ohio
State, Knight's alma mater.
"I think I've made my position on Jobs clear for a long,
long time," Knight said. "I
haven't had an interest in
another Job since I've been
here, and I certainly dont
now.
"Since being at Indiana,
I've never called anyone
about a Job, nor would I.

There have been times when
people have called me about
jobs, but as my position on
staying here became clear to
everyone, people haven't
even done that recently.
"I THINK I've made it perfectly clear I intend to be here
as long as I coach," Knight
said.
Knight has been coach at
Indiana since 1971. The Hoosiers have won two NCAA
championships and one NIT
crown under Knight.
Ohio State Athletic Director
Rick Bay also said he has not
talked to anyone about the job
yet and dismissed the report
as one of many rumors about
the coaching position.
"I'm getting so many rumors that I Just can't respond
to them anymore." said Bay,
contacted at his home in Columbus Tuesday night. "I
hadn't talked to a single person about about this Job yet."
Miller was fired as head
coach last week, but he will
finish the current season.He
coached the Bucks for 10
years.

NBA star
drug-free
test shows
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) - Micheal Ray Richardson
rejoined the New Jersey Nets
yesterday after a drug test on
which his NBA career hinged
showed no trace of cocaine innis
system.
Richardson, who has been
plagued by cocaine dependency,
flew to Cleveland immediately
after the results of the drug
screening were released by the
league.
"I am happy for him," Lewis
Schaffel, Nets executive vice
president, said. "The problem is
professional."
The latest scare in Richardson's career came Monday when
be missed a team practice and
failed to keep an appointment
with team physical Dr. Dennis
Quinlan. Nets officials did not
locate him until a shoot-around
Tuesday morning.
Schaffel suspended him for
Tuesday night's game against
Detroit, fined him, ordered a
urinalysis and held his breath,
hoping the guard had not run
afoul of the NBA drug enforcement policy a third time which
would had meant his ban from
the league for life, with a possible re-instatement only with approval of the league and the
union.
"I was sick, that's all there
was," Richardson said in
statement released by the club.
"I know now I made a mistake
by not going to the doctor. I
guess every move I make will be
scrutinized. I made my bed and
I am going to have to lie in it.
"The sooner I feel 100 percent
and can concentrate on playing
basketball the better," Richardson said. "The only thing to
worry about now is to help the
Nets win."

SELF-SERVICE
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Women slip past EMU
by Paul SUvi
sports reporter
YPSILANT1, Mich. - Bowling
Green's women's basketball
team shot 63 percent from the
field, had five players in double
figures, and oulrebounded Eastern Michigan by 10.
Yet, it took some last second
theatrics to slip by the Hurons
84-82 at Bowen Field House.
The Falcons led by eight
points with 12:19 left in the
game, but when the clock ticked
down to :59, EMU had knotted
the score at 81-81.
BG's Joelyn Shoup muscled in
a rebound to put the Falcons up
by two with 37 seconds remaining. The Hurons, however, got a
break to keep them in the game.
With :07 left, Shoup hauled
down a rebound, and had it
knocked away into Paulette
Backstrom's hands. BG's freshman then got bowled into the
lower bleachers, and the official
called Backstrom for traveling.
An incensed BG coach Fran
Voll leaped off the bench looking
for an explanation, and landed
in a technical foul situation.
"I just stepped over the line
(around the coach's box), and
told the ref something to the
effect that it wasn't a good call,"
Voll said.

EMU's JOANN LeFevre hit
the free throw to bring the Hurons within one, still with seven
seconds remaining.
EMU inbounded the ball
looking for the winning bucket.
LeFevre got the call again, but
misfired, squelching the Hurons' chance for a come-frombehind victory.
"Both teams played great offensively, but I m not too sure
how good we played defensively,' Voll said. "Eastern was
on a roll, and for us to come up
here after the loss (at Ohio University) and get the win, it
shows a lot of character. Our
kids answered the bell, and I
think it's a tribute to the whole
team."
Stephanie Coe led all scorers
with 22 points. The senior forward missed just four field goals
all night, and also managed a
couple of charity tosses.
EMU coach Kathy Hart told
Coe the Hurons couldn't use her
talents.
"I'm naturally going to be up
for a game against Eastern,
Coe said. "It's always nice to let
coach Hart know 'I'm doing all
right."
Jackie Motycka hit for 17

points, while Rhonda Moore and
Paulette Backstrom added 10
each.
SHOUP RETURNED to action a few games ago, but returned to true form against the
Hurons. The BG captain had her
best outing since coming back
after an ankle injury, pumping
home 13 points and cleaning the
windows for 10 rebounds.
"I haven't been that offensive
minded lately, and I haven't
been gettingn the ball much,"
Shoup said. I feel like I'm back
in shape now, and I can play
longer. I'm able to move better
laterally."
EMU had six players in double
figures; the only six that scored
for the Hurons all game. Sharon
Rose scored IS points for EMU,
and managed seven rebounds.
Renee Kudzia, Laura Nelson,
and Sharon Brown each hit for
14 points, while Katie Nucci
nailed down 12 for the Hurons.
"We got a great effort from
our kids off the bench," Voll
said. "We had to have a good
Monday and Tuesday to get ready for today's game. That's a
tribute to the kids off the
bench."

BG News/Joe PMan
Bowling Green's Rhonda Moore prepares to shoot over an Eastern Michigan opponent in last night's game In
Ypsilanti. Mich. The Falcons won the contest 84-82.

STUDY IN FRANCE
SUMMER 1986

Director applications are now
available for the following committees:

Ecole Superleure de Commerce
Nantes, France

Administrative, Campus Films,
Exhibits, Mini-Courses, News &
Views/Lectures, Recreation, Performing
Arts, Public Relations, Publications,
Publicity, Spotlight Entertainment, and
Travel

Sponsored by the College of Business
* Classes in English. No knowledge of French required.
* Program cost of $1375 Includes tuition, fees, room and partial
board, orientation, counseling and two-day visit of EEC Headquarter. In Brussels.
* BGSIJ Credit - Undergraduate and Graduate.
* 5-week Course
* Live with French families. Absorb French culture.
* Open to Business and Non-Business majors.
* Freshmen through Graduates eligible.

Applications must be returned
to the UAO office by 5 p.m. on
Feb. 28. Director elections will
be March 8 and 9.

Information Meeting
Thursday, Feb. 13,9 p.m. at the French House
Guest Speaker: Travel Agent

For More Information Contact

Dr. Charles Chlttle
Department of Economics
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0268
Phone: (419) 372-8180. 372-2646. 352-6012

To be eligible for a director position, you
must be in Good Academic Standing
with the University.
Applications are available in Residence Halls,
405 Student Services, and the UAO office, 3rd
floor Union. For more information,
call 372-2343.

To improve your love life.

neeeocx

Heatherdowns
Reynolds Rd.) Toledo

EVERY THURSDAY IS
"STUDENT BODIES NIGHT"
FREE ADMISSION
with your College I.D.
FREE Admission on your Birthday
for You and Up to Five Friends
must be 19 & over to enter

Shuttle buses will leave the
B.G. University Union
at 9,10 & 11 p.m.
Will return 12,1& 2a.m.
- INFORMATION LINE 865-1491 -

Tear here.
Q Semicid. a vaginal contraceptive suppository
is an effective form of birth control that
doesn't interrupt the mood Because Semicid
is so small and discreet, its almost like using
nothing at all
There's no mess, no smell No unpleasant taste Nothing to remove
And its available without a
prescription
And Semicid works It
contains the most effective .
contraceptive spermicide you can buy
nonoxynol-9 And it has no hormones
that can cause unpleasant side effects
One Semicid is approximately as effectrl
as vaginal foam contraceptives in actual
use but is not as effective as the Pill or lUfj
Ask your doctor about it (Some Semicid
users experience irritation in using the pro-'
duct For best protection against pregnancy
follow package directions And its essential tj
insert Semicid at least fifteen minutes before
intercourse) If your doctor has told you that you
should not become pregnant, ask your doctor if y
can use Semicid
Stop using messy clumsy birth control methods
Try Semicid. and see how it can improve your love life

Save 50^
Good On Semicid
10s and 20s

Mr Dealer We »ill redeem thiscou
pon for the lace value plus Re handling [iftjvfded you and your
custom*rs have complied with the term*
is offer Any othef us* constitutes fraud
Ices proving purchase of sufficient stock to
coupons must be shown upon request Vtotd if
I. restricted prohibited assigned, reproduced transferred
presented by other than
ot our products Consumers
sates U* Limited to one coupon
ise Cash value I'lOOc Mall
coupons to Whitehall Laboratories
PO Box TOO El PasoTX W75 Good
on Semicid 10s and 20s Coupon eipires
September 10 10*6

50*
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Maleske could rebound for BG Falcons announce
new grid recruits
In Wilsons Words

by Phillip B. Wilson
wire editor

Throughout my three years of
watching Bowling Green
basketball, I've noticed one
major inconsistency that has
plagued the team more than
anything else.
I know that on a frequent basis
they haven't scored as many
points as their opponents. But
seriously folks, there's one
significant downfall.
The Falcons have needed a
strong center.
Even during the days when
Anderson Arena was blessed
with the talents of Bill Falne,
Colin Irish, and David Jenkins,
head coach John Weinert's
teams have lacked dominating
"men in the middle."
This dilemma is even more
magnified this year, in view of
the fact that BG is 5-8 in the MidAmerican Conference and fields
one of the smallest teams in the
league.
Before the next chapter of this
roller coaster ride enfolds, 111
fill all of you in on something.
There is hope for BG in finding
the center they need and it
doesn't involve the team
attending church three times a
week.
This hope. .. a little drumroU
from the maestro please comes
in the form of Mike Maleske, the
all new Mike Maleske.
Two years ago, this forgotten
Falcon freshman was the sixth
man, but limited playing time
always kept his point per game
average around two.

Still, Maleske has sparked the
Falcons in the past and against
Ball State last year, he scored 10
points and grabbed two
rebounds coming off the bench.
IN THE following game,
Maleske, 6-7,215 pounds, tried
taking a charge from Miami's
All-MAC forward Ron Harper
when his knee popped, causing
severe cartlidge damage.
Maleske's leftleg now sports a
five inch scar on the inner
portion of his knee cap and an
additional three inch memoir on
the outside.
Not only did the injury end his
season, it ruined the two
advantages the Detroit native
previously had in his favor speed and leaping ability.
Despite the immense
difficulties, Maleske has kept
his sense of humor.
"Back in Detroit, they used to
call me the only white boy who
could jump," he said. "Now, you
can measure my vertical leap
with a piece of cellophane."

But aside from Maleske's dry
wise cracks and roommate Al
Hughes's playful
melodrama tics (he frequently
hums a few bars of the Six
Million Dollar Man theme song)
both are convinced he can help
the Falcons next season.
I know his stats and sad
stories aren't inducing any of
Sou to rush to the Memorial Hall
cket office and purchase
season tickets in advance. But
as I said before, this is a
different Mike Maleske.
OVER A TWO year span, I've
never seen more of a physical
change in any human being.
The "bruiser" has lived up to
his nickname in the weight
rooms and put on a lot ofweight,
most of it muscle although he

EVEN IF the critics can
accept that idea, I also
understand those who say he
wont be able to jump and is still
too small.
Let's get one thing straight
before any of you write Maleske
off. If there is one thing I've
learned from my own basketball
experience, espeically from
watching the MAC, height and
size are two way streets.

Mike Maleske
admits to a pizza or two at
Myles. At the end of fall
semester, he was benching 300
pounds and weighed in at a
hearty 260 pounds.
I realize he'll shed some of the
weight when he starts to run
(sometime this spring he says)
but even at 240 pounds, I'm
convinced he could be the
strongest inside player the
Falcons have had in a long time.
The only question in the minds
of trainers is the knee.
Weinert said he doesn't know
what Maleske's status will be
next year with the new coach,
mostly because of the
rehabilitation.
But Maleske believes
rehabilitation shouldn't be a
problem. The knee is currently
82 percent, he said as qouted by
his trainer, and believes it will
be stronger than before the
injury when therapy is
completed.

While he is not the tallest
player in the world, Maleske will
take up more space than most of
the players he guards. If I were
coach, I'd rather have a guy like
him who can muscle it with
anybody in the conference than
a finesse 6'10" pogostick who
can easily be blocked out of the
paint.
Sure there will be some
problems matching up, but
there will be few player in the
MAC who will be able to match
his strength.
In his own defense, Maleske
noted that stars like Harper,
Kenny Battle of Northern
Illinois, or Dan Palombizio of
BSU will be gone next year. NIU
is dropping out of the MAC and
the other two will graduate.
Maleske said he's anxious to
play with freshman guard Joe
Gregory, a former high school
opponent from their Motor City
high school days.
Maleske plans to be a pilot
after graduation. But hopefully
he'll have a more important
flight here first in trying to help
the Falcons fly to a MAC
championship.
One thing is for sure, only time
will tell. In the meantime, why
not think positive?

^°K
mmm

If you're betuivn
15 and 19 and warn In /£
help bring our wurld
ti Winer, send fur
information.

Harold Arrowsmith, Mentor Lake Catholic, 6-3, 260,
OT; Rozell Winters, Cin. Forest Park, 6-0, 205, RB; Tony
Lynch, Youngstown Rayen, 63, 245. T; Duane Crenshaw,
Massillon, 6-2, 221, LB; Deon
Allen, lima Perry, 6-1, 200,
RB; Mark Cumberledge, Lorain Admiral King, 6-3, 248,
OL; Charles Dotson, Toledo

tfifi!

The Tanning Center
HAIR UNLIMITED

-6th Birthday Celebration—

Newly EXPANDED Facilities
4 Wolff Sun Beds
2 UVA-B Booths
10 visits only $25.00

LOCATED AT 143 W. WOOSTER
353-3281

Thursday, Feb. 20
7-11 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
$2

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
& UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS

All proceeds benefit the TJ Martell
Foundation for Cancer and Leukemia
Research

Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES.
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW, BANK. FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA
•In house laundry centers
'Plenty of storage area
'Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

■=
■=

* Over 200 prizes to be given away •

-Classified Information.

The BG NeWS
Office Hrs.
9-5 Mon-Fri
10-2 Sat

Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)

|| | I I ■ ■ > "

I|

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

210 N. MAIN

<1
Tonight, Friday and Saturday
9:30 p.m.
NO COVER
* A Designated
Driver Participant

.Phone#.

(For bHKng purposes only)

THE WET SHAVERS
See the Shavers in their last
weekend appearance at Club H!

PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

A Valentine's Tradition:

O

RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1 80 minimum.
50' extra per ad tor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately If there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be
responsible fof typographical errors In classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

Howard's club H
^

Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

7~3Z

«Q

Good Thru. Feb. 28, 1986

Sponsored by (JAO, GMAC, and Chevrolet

r*o*o+ g+o*o*&*o*o*o *o*o*o*x

|||IM"M.|||

6 visits only $10.00

VIDEO DANCE PARTY

»m.- V* till V IMSI.I
IWht.. « ,J..r-1..M<Ni'<

*Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included. Tenant pays electric only
(small monthly electric bill)
'Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished
•tast dependable, 24 hr maintenance

Waite, 64, 17S, LB; Toy Eason, Flint (Mich.) Beecher, •4, 205, LB; Bill Horn, Sandusky, «, 230, OT; Jim Howell, Perrysburg, 6-2, 201, RB;
Keith Pace, Sanduaky, «-3,
190 LB; Allen Smith, Toledo
DeVilbiss, 5-9, 162, DB; Rich
Tracy, Bowling Green, 6-3,
190, QB; Cartton Williams,
Detroit (Mich.) Central, 6-2,
215, LB; Rob Brumer, Groaae
Pte. (Midi.), 6-3, 225, DL;
Mike Holmes, Alliance, —,
DB-WR: John Hopkins, Akron Springfield, M, 230, DL;
Rodney Thompson, Detroit
(Mich.) Cooley, 6-1,180, WR;
Shawn Daniels, Snow (Utah)
JC, 5-11, 220, FB; Eric Lundgren, Normandale (Minn.)
JC, 6-4, 250, DT: Scott Henderson, Zanesville, 6-3, 200,
LB; Andre Smith, Cle. St
Joseph, 5-11,185, TB.

Yesterday was the last day
to sign national letters of intents for college football, ending the annual recruiting
struggle for college coaches.
Bowling Green, hoping to fill
the void left by a plethora of
graduating seniors, might be
depending heavily on their
incoming freshmen. The following is a list of high school
seniors who have signed to
play here next fall.

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)

0>
Classification In which you wish your ad to appear
Wanted
Campua * City Events'
Help Wanted
Lost • Found
For Sale
Mdaa
For Rant
SanriCM Offarad
Personals
Valentine Message
'Campua/Clty Ennt ada art pubUanad tre. of cfiarg. tor on. day for a non-profit nvenl or meeting only.
Date, of Insertion

Total number of days to appear.

Mad to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG New*
214 West Hal BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG Newt)
Phone: 372-2601

Classifieds
COOP CORNER
LOCAL PART-TBA*. COOP SSi now'
Junior Senior, or Qrad Computer Science ma|or Me,. SeOOhr
MTEMtAL AUDITOR CO-OP in ToMo' Jr Ac
counting motors. 3 0 GPA tor considerable
trevokng wtti auditor teem Summer end Fal
1986 fc.ceeenl opportunity"

BG News/February 13,1986 II

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy
test Obtective eito CM now 354 HOPE
(4673) Mrs M In 12 noon 8pm T.W 10
aro-2pm. Set 12noon-2pm
TYPING SERVICES lor el types ol pepert et 75
cents per pege (double spaced). 90 cents per
pege lor dieeertalions 352-3987 from 6
am -9 pm
Wl do typing In my home Convenient location,
across from Rodgors dorm Experienced Cel
3520299

Cef Co-op Office el 372-2451 or stop by 238
Aornlrvatretlon Bog

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Attention al elementary-dual mepors EESABap
pecehons ere due Fn . Fee 14. 529 Education
Busang

•"Lew Computer Prices'""
IBM Computers, printers
Monitors. Cables
Oaks, and much more. ALL NEW11
Cal Jeenne 354 7988 or 354 8020

PERSONALS

ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY ED SPECIAL ED DUAL a TRI
PLE MAJORSI" Final day lo apply tor Fal
1988 MEP Thursday. February 13 Apptca
Bon torme are avertable m Room 529 Ed Bldg
DONT FORGET'"

•VALENTINE SPECIAL'
FOR MOM 8 DAD
BGSU Mom and Dad sweatslwls' A perfect
valenhnes Oey gal lor only $10 A amrted supply left so order now with the Saang and Sales
Uanegemenl Club Cal 354 9801

DID YOU BUY YOUR BGSU TRIVIA GAME
LAST SEMESTER FOR ONLY $9 99?? NO.
WELL HERE'S YOUR CHANCE1 COME TO
THE BGSU TRIVIA VALENTINE SALE AND
PURCHASE THIS ORIGINAL GAME FOR
$9 99" STOP BY THE BA LOBBY MONDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY FROM 9 30 TO 3 30 TODAY' BRING VALID STUDENT ID
L*e to wm a semesters tuition? Buy an HSA
Tuition Raffle ticket' ONLY SP per ticket ol 6
tor $5
O.SEA MEMBERS
Support your organization by purchasing a 25
cant Valentine message with candy First floor
Education 9 30-3 30
Hate you ever wondered ft you're really In
foee? Have you ever wondered whet love la?
la N more then leellng werm lurries
tawonovor he's within so feat? Find out et
College Life: How to Know it You're In Love.
Tharadey 7:30, Alumni Room 3rd floor Union.
Sponsored by Cempua Cruaade for Christ
LAQA
The Leebssn and Gey Aaance war hold a
meehng tonight m the Refcgious Education
Room ol St Thomas More Parish at 8 30 p m
Or Josh Kaplan wa speak on Hepatitis ' B"
Screening
HANOI GRAS with WSA 8 Foreign Language
Clubs 18th of Fab. at St. Thomea More.
1)0-12:00, 11 with drink
UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'
ECUAOOR SWEATERS ARE HERE!
ECUADOR SWEATERS ARE HERE!
ECAUDOK SWEATERS ARE HERE!
FEB. 13-14.17-18. 9AM-5PM
UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS!
Celebrate Valentine's Day at
The OSS PIZZA PARTY
Friday Feb 14. 8pm 1am
N E Commons
Music" Beverages' Puja
$2 Donation at the door

PJda Needed to FaKaay. OH every Friday hot
ween 1 00 and 4 00 Wi help with gas CM
Tenet 353-1824
Need ride 10 Columbus Feb. 14-11. Can leave
anytime on Friday. Cad Michelle 352-1592
Will share travel oipeneoa
RU* TO OHIO STATE
needed for weekend ol Feb 14-18 Can leave
at 2 30 Please cal 352 0427 and leave a
message Ask lor Shetty

SERVICES OFFERED

A special thanks lo si those who helped ma
w*h Pt> Mu steak t eggs Marie HefrJ. Betsy,
Susan Tracy. Dawna. Kathleen L . Kathleen S .
Jeff. Mark > Kale"1 Phi Mu Love > Mm. Kee.
Ann
^^
Are you or have you bean nvotved In a long
distance love reletiorarap? (Whether or not fl
has survived or failed ) We need volunteers to
tali about helping with thee separations by
mies If interested, please call Beth Murphy et
372-5965 (This <s for an article m Misceaany
Magazine I
Ashley 4th Low) henta I" al (Out help-you
guys are the best1
Loh) ol Love. Dense
Attention Sigma Nu's and Lambda Chls
The tea was awesome and we u have to do it
more often Love, the setters ol AXO
ATTENTION PIKES ALL THE CHI OMEGAS
ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO A GREAT
VALENTINES WARMUP LETS MAKE UP
FOR LOST TIME!
VALENTINE LOVE AND WISHES. XO
BETSY SWAN
GOOD-LUCK THIS WEEKEND IN THE MISS
BGSU PAGEANT' WE'RE BEHIND YOU 100V
YOU LL BE FANTASTIC!
LOTS OF L0VE-YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS
BIG DEBBIE BOWMAN
Happy 20th Birthday
Gat ready to celebrate ai weekend!
DZ Love and Tons ol mine.
LaMeryrose
BRENDA BLANCHARD
GOOD LUCK IN MS BGSU
WE KNOW YOU CAN DO IT

Come eruoy our Endless Soup
and Sated Bar al the
Bowl 'N Greenery In the
University Union The piece
for the discriminating palate
Coupons accepted after 4 30 p m

Toledo. Ohio
(419)255-7769
Homemade cakes tor el occasions We debver
352-0067

58 Civ in
6'
62
63
64
65
86

Tasmania
Passageway
Beneficial
Seclw
Odds partner
Hankerings
Fewei

DOWN
i Dressed
2 Puniab
princess
} Mei ol baseball
el el
4 White wme

Dees Gamma s wahh the bast of kick to Susan
Burrows, Michael Nemos, and Karen Weeton In
the Mas BGSU Pageant' Youl do greet1

GAMMA PHIS are eOsolutety
mad about PI AID'

MY FPJENOS OF THE 80S'

"BEANER
PREZ'
'SMELLY"
CHEESEV
'•CHUBETTE''
TRACE''
Oet reedy lor Ola beel spring breek you'll
ever have! Only M days left untH an lavas
kail We're gonne rock FL lawyers 'until we
drepl
P.*. I love aN you guys
P PS. LP-We'l aalae you.

Thanks tor breekrvg my fall
Love. "The Fal Chick''
(Al 98 Us ol ma)
Howards
Thanks tor a memoroble Saturday
ThataChi
ITS FEB 14 LADIES.
Safe cards are Ana and so are candies.but ready
surprise your roommate this year with
something aha would never expect A male
dancer He s more lun than flowers 372-6222
Kappa Slga, It's tune to warm-up for our annual
aid trip Can't wait' Sea you tonight' Love, The
PNMu'a
Ulee Jute DorarT
Gat ready for Friday! Maybe this time you l
remember the dale party!
Love, your big Hooter
!!VALENTINE FLOWERSII
SEND YOUR SWEETHEART A RED
VALENTtNE CARNATION AND MESSAGE
AllO HELP THE AMERICAN
HEART ASSOCIATION
11.80 UNIVERSITY HALL
AND STUOCHT SERVICES
MON -THURS , »:3O-4:30

PATSY.
HAPPY 19TH BsRTHDAY TO OUR FAVORITE
BLONDE ROOMtE" (HA-HA') HAVE A GREAT
DAY"
MUCH LOVE. FRED AND JINS1)

Sundance Announces
February Speoel
9 layer dip S3 95 I Fuzzy Navel

Cheryl;
Tomorrow is
you always'

I'S

Day' Thawing about

Chris McDonald
Good luck r, the Miss BGSU Scholarship
Pageant'
Love. Your Car Pool
Chrrs McDonald.
Good luck it the Miss BGSU Pageant' I know
you I do terrific
Love xi much TTKE.
LTAnne

34 Colon,re' ol
New Meitco
37 Dietei s choice
38 Dielogue
42 Fmeslemwaie
44 Spnng blooms
46 O'ange m
heraldry
«r Lyric poems

50
51
52
54
55
56
59
60

Robust
Ado' Alkin
Silent
Rushed
Ovmes
Gene 'actors
One m Benin
They loop The
Loop

Want lo Make Friends. Hove lun
and Heap Others?
Omega Phi Alpha Inlormetion Night
Sun Fab 18. 8 00
Ohio Suite. Union
Come have fun, and help others too'
WHAT IS THE ONLY CURE FOR MID WINTER
BLUES? A CHI OMEGA HEART ATTACK'
WILL YOU SURVIVE A CHI OMEGA HEART AT
TACK? DONT BLAME US IF YOU DIE FROM
TOO MUCH EXCITEMENT'
You and 3 friends can go lo Florida
FREE
Denes at Memorial Hal Ticket Office
ALPHA XI DELTA
"DOUBLE VISION"
ALPHA XI DELTA
"DOUBLE VISION"

VALENTWE CRUSH
FEBRUARY 14TH
THE HOTTEST SWEETHEART
PARTY TO DATE
CRUSH OR BE CRUSHED
WITH THE FIRST AND
THE FINEST'

ANSWER TO •nEVIOUS PUZZLE
ALPHA GTAJJMA DELTA
COOKK-ORAMS
50 cents eech
On Sale Feb 10-14
10:00 AM-400 PM
fMLOWY

SPRSNO BREAK IN A OAYTONA
LUXURY CONDOMINIUM?
IT'8 NOT OUT OF YOUR BUDOETI ONLY 4 TO
RENT. IITe-PERSON CALL NOW. BaU
HOLUSTER 184-8808.

Uptown and MTV 7th Annrvereery PatiySaturday Fab. 15th, 5-8 P.M
18.00 edwlaelon includes
AIHJ-Cen^at Domino's Plus
and your fill of Draft Base
•Free Uptown MTV eiclualve erWIon T-ahlrts
lo first 1751
'Door priras tor everyone
Don't miss this once a year event
Uptown end MTV
7th Anniversary Celebration
Coming Saturday Fab. IS

VJLaV
Share your love as a volunteer at —r ■imng
"■
H
1 -■ tnme
u»^»
wamonei
tor the devetopmontely disabled
rxganuabonaJ meeting Feb. 12-0:00 pm
BelcheloeT Mem Looby

8ECKY MICK MY jREAT ROOMIE.
ROSES ARE RED. *3 DONT BE BLUE.
BECAUSE ME AND 10TLEY CRUE.
BOTH LOVE YOU! I IVE. CINOY
Cheryl Henk eBeet ol luck wtth the Miss 8GSU Pageenl!
We're with youl Break a leg!
Your CMO Maters
Coming Saturday Feb. 16
Uptown and MTV
71h Anniversary Celebration

VALENTINES DAY SPECIALS
CUPID 1EAR ARRANGEMENT..22.SO
MUGS 8 KISSES W-lreeh ttowera...12..5
CANDY W-3 CARNATIONS IN BUD
VASE-.I.M
3 CARNATIONS IN A BUD VASE...5.15
FLORAL ORIGINALS 352-5141 818 E.
WOOSTERCLOSE TO CAMPUS TO SERVE
AIL YOUR NEEDS

Dearest Elizabeth Can.
Moat foyoua leecnebona on your coronation
Wear the feweied crown ol wisdom proudly
RBe up' Rise up' With wings Bus eagles' Passion. Bono
□ Et El Cerr
Gat psyched psyched psyched for
presidency! Phieta love and ours.
The Brothers ol Phieta Phieta Mu
And Sisters of Klappa Kksppa Dun

your

FIJI'S
I'm proud to cal each and every one of you
brother DM.
Find out more about Jeen I Jake el
The World Premiere ol
'CURRENTS'
February IMS, 8 pm
Joe E. Brown Theetre
81.88

Delta Qamme
Anchor Sotsshl
QjatOER PRIEST,
, LOTS OF LUCK ON THE PAGEANT! WE'RE
WITH TOU ALL THE WAV, AND WE KNOW
YOU CAN DO ITI SMILE PRETTY AND TWIRL
WELL. WE LUF ul HAPPY VALENTINE'S
OAY!
TOM ANO HOLLI
HAVE YOU EVER WONOEREO IF YOU'RE
REALLY IN LOVE? HAVE YOU EVER
WONOEREO WHAT LOVE IS? IS IT MORE
THAN FEELING WARM FUZZIES WHENEVER
HE'S WITHIN U FEET? FIND OUT AT COL
LEOE UFE: HOW TO KNOW IF YOU'RE IN
LOVE. THURSDAY 7:30, ALUMNI ROOM 3RD
FLOOR UNION. SPONSORED BY CAMPUS
CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
IWMABUNOH
I fuel wanted lo let you how gsad I am lo be m
love with you I m thinking about you el the nme.
ao you be careful In TAJJJlHASSEE!

SEND YOUR

C^LdiWt

VALENTINE A f&gg"®**
"HEART-SHAPED"
203 N. Main
*
FRK
0 PIZZA
You can oroer any size pizza In a
lyearl ihap* at NO EXTRA COSTI <o
Orders sent to a second party
must be prepaid. We can pick up
any prepayment during the week
between 4 p.m. and midnight.

Apartmeot fieraafanga 8 accassoriaa Cheap
pricaa Evenings 352-1220
Coupon Book for sale' $75 00 or bast otter
Cat 2 1023 NOW>

1061 Chevy Maebu Ctaaslc SW. Air Cond
FM AM Cruaw Control. Rear defrost.
Good meaage. $3500: mutt eat. 372 1584
Electric Guitar wrm i
Cal 372-5043

$200 or best ofler

Kramer 4001 baas, mint cond . $810 Paavey
Basic 40 imp. men cond . $200 Cal mo et
372 5834 tor the bar gam

MILITARY OVERCOATS''
Long trench coots m a variety of auea i styHs
I Army. Navy, AlForoa. Marinas) CM Art «
2-1830.
One Roundtrip Artne Ticket between Cleveland
and Weal Paan Beach, FL during Spring Break
$276 CM 364-3008
Sony Receiver. AM FM cassette paja speakers
Good sound I power CM 352-0208
tVrev BCD-firm matt., box spring, frame. M
good cond . arm owner $75 or best offer
352-4310

While Chantaly I Venae lace wedding gown.
Oueeen Anne neckine, sheer sleeves with ruffled cuffs 8 chapel length Iran Orig $300. askngjtoo Everanga 3520430

itemrhee and Sororfllea
For your game room: Irving Kay* Pou. .able
4'0" X 8'5 ". 3-4" slate L*e new with ac
ceeaories plue table tenma board lor top ol pool
table CM 257-3320 efler 8 P.M

Went Privacy? Buy this 3 bedroom
moWIe home srfth central sir.
Alt appfcences M remain plus a
Keroeene Heeler Par km heat bills
Call 352-S433, fl's priced right.
NORAL-HER Reeltora

76 Mercury Comet. 4 door, 8 cyt, 85,000
miles, runs good. AM-FM
$625 00
354-1585

FOR RENT
•2 BEOIWOM-FURN 8 UNFURN ■
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS'
Makx LmUves $ Cable TV Fum
One Dtt Block Oft Cempua
CALL TOM
Mon Fn 7 AM-Noon 352-4873
Evening I wkend 352-1800
USING S C U MODEL LEASE

WANTED
2 non smoking female roommMoe to share
apartment tor Fal 86 Spring 87 Panes cal
352-8107
2 fwjn-Smoklng female roornrnatea lo share apt
lor Fal 86 Spnng '87 Pleeae cel 352-0107

2 bedroom furnished apartmenta
840 Sixth St $450 mo plus ekK
352-0457 between 12-4pm

2 males needed to easseess apt
pay i 100 ol your rant 521 E. Merry CM Cart
or Keen at 352-7348.

Apple IE Computer System Cal (418)
878-8111 liom 8-4, ask tor Lack Patznlck
FEMALE PvOCaAMATE NEEDED eyaVSDIATE"
LV: ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
REASONABLE RENT CALL 352-7885.

One ternafa roommate needed to complete a 3
person occupancy lor May 88-87. Across from
Kohl Hal Pay only S120 i electric Cal
354-3200 Ask lor Vicki or Pag.
Fteeconefcfe roommete heeded. 2 beorm
duplev. 185 -mo plue utames Cal after 2 pa,
3S2-S267.
Two tarnakt roommetas needed tor summer
'88 ■ mtereeled cal lor more Info 372-1078
anyarne.
TWO FEMALE POC44MATES NEEDED APT
ON 5TH ANO ELM FOR FALL 86 ANO SPRING
B7. CALL 372 4181 FOR MORE WFORMA
Met
WANTED 2 male or female persons lo take
over a leese tor a 1 BR Apt. on 3rd St NealSprmgSemesler Cal Jeff et 352-3514 or Tom et
352-2138 ASAP
Wanted: Cartng pereoms) to take In a Itttla
bseok lab puppy. Appnu. I months old, well
laatalled, friendly and playful Wonderful
Valentines Day Preeent.-Freel Call 172-4821
or 372-4831

Thurstri Manor Apartments
Futy Carpeted. Ax Condnuned
Cats* TV. Furrvahod Efficiency $
Laundry Fecattee Appicattons for
Summer and FM M 461 Thuratm Ave
Across trom Offenhauar Towers
362-5436

Arasoant cempua 1 bdrm apt. aval summer A
86-8' school year. $200-mo paja uN
362-7605 sfMr 5:30. 352-3408

Houses I Apts for 86-87 school year
Snvm Boggs RenMas Office 532 Menvwe. leer
352 0457 between 12 4
tloueee and Apartments dose to campus tor
summer 1088 and 88-87 school year. Cat
1-287-3341.

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments lor
1-2-3-4 Students
Office hours 11AM 4PM
At 318 E Marry Apt 3
or phone anytime tor Information
352-7385

Houses and 1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts Sum■ evM 362-7464
Large newly decorated 2 bdrm apt Washer
dryer hook-up $350 mo plus u«. A llatll
4-15-86 514 W Wooater 354-1763

HELP WANTED
Ann Computer Science Grade: We need your
experience wtth schools service center or IBM
oa-mvB Cobal on ana systems rvjsphJ. hnmedhste oparanga
Cal Bob Hal anyhme « (218) 338-1610 or
write Robert R. Hal Technician Conauaant.
P.O Box 113 Novelty. OH, 44072
Free room and board In enchenge lor
household help and nvHrnum chad Cera Own
room Greet amount ol ne«Mty Ideel rving con
oaxona for the right person 10 AM-12 noon
384-1500 Alter 8 PM 354-0418.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round.
Europe, 8. Amar , Ausjasta. Aaal Al liekjs
SOOO-2000 mo Skjhtaaeing Free Info Wtta
UC, PO Box 52-OH-3 Corona Del Uer. C«
02825

DELIVERY

Voted Best
Pizza in B.6.
A CALL FOR DETAILS 352-5166 *

78 CAMARO. BRN . AM FM CASSETTE. An
11.000 MILES VERY UTTLE RUST GOOD INTEPJOR $2500 OR BEST OFFER! CALL
352-8801 OR 372-3410
MUST SELL
ATELYI

1 bedroom, dean, available now 8 1 ovallabla
8-1. $185 per mo $ utetles CM after 6:00
pm 364-1070

Cupid will atrtke en attack on your heart el
CM Omega's Heart Attack Party!
Den..
Happy 19th birthday hon' I love you lorever
Sea you in Tennesee babe! REB

1081 Dataun pick up-Sport buck package
5-apd 35.000 ml 14.000 CM 354-1278 or
362-7228. Feck

1*88

USD
Faculty Ekceeence Award
NorriaTaflun torms are available until March 14 m
405 Student Services

ALPHA XI DELTA
''DOUBLE VISION''

To one ol the D2 Huggebkrs Debbie Bowman'
Congtasulslluiil on DZVPD8' Youl be the besi
1st VP and atweys our ctosest nelghbor-we
lovn you to death we do uh huh gotta be' Love,
Saly and Debbie
TO THE GREAT LOPeS-ARROW-A VERY HAPPY VALENTINE S OAY GOES
OUT TO MY DEAR ROOMMATE VAL GOOD
LUCK WITH ALL INTERVIEWS' I LOVE YOU.
KRBTSE

•

ALPHA XI DELTA
"DOUBLE VISION-'

To Maryroee Evans
The Flemvig' DZ
Oh what a great social
Wa know you wi be"
Congratulations''
Love. Hooter, liea 8 Brendo

.<t;i;iMsia»it>;wi

».t|lf ■ M-'J

TneNK BtfJ-THtatK SOUTH PADRE. TX
8PIIING BREAK M

Smgaig Telegrame For Valentines Day
Order a lolaoram for your friend or
sweetie In the Union Foyer today'
SPRING BREAK on the beech at South Padre
Island Daytone Beech. Fort I aurterrtete. Fort
Walton Beach or Mustang Island-Port Aransas
from only S89. and ekang al Steamboat or Vai
from only S88! Detune lodging, parties goodie
bags. more. Hurry, cal Suncheae Tours for
more nlormation and reservabona tol tiee
1-800-321 5911 TODAY' When your Spring
Break counts count on Suncheae

eaatWl kl cendy FKkral Ortglnels
111 E woaaaar. J52-5141

MISS BGSU SCHOLARSHIP
PAOEANT
PROOOLY PRESENTS
"ON BROADWAY
COME WISH YOUR FAVOHTTE CONTESTANT
MICHELE NEMES
KAREN SHELDRKK
CHERYL HENKE
BP.ENOA BLANCHARD
SARAH EVANS
BETSY SWAN
KELUE ROMAN
SHARON LEWE
AMANDA CLICK
SUSAN BURROWS
KAREN WESTON
SHANNON WAGENER
LOPI POULOS
KIRSTEN SUTTON
AMY LEMASTER
MARCI MANNA
OEBBAER
MICHELE PPaEST
CHPJS MCDONALD
JENNFER GUBA
LISA DAVENPORT
GOOD LUCK
FEB 13. 14, 15 AT 7 30
In Kobacker Hal
Tickets on sale el Union Ticket Booth

"ON BROADWAY-'
wah
The 1986 Mas BGSU SchoavsKo Pegeent
February 13, 14, and 15
■17:30
Tickets on sale now-Unlon Ticket Booth

Lonely. Need a date?
CalDetetime
1-800-972-7676
LSAT MCAT-GMAT GRE
NTE-CPA REVtEW-NCLEX-RN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
(419) 538-3701 TOLEDO

JENNIFER VALENTINE AND CLAUD ,
MALLCHOKYOU OKI A OBEAT JOB ON PARENTS OAY. IT
WAS A IN tUCCESSI
LOVE. KDS AND THEM PARENTS

THE

GAMMA PHIS ere absolutory
mad about PLAID'

THE INTREPC SPACE TRAVELERS
ARE RELIEVED TO ANNOUNCE THEIR
RETURN
ft was land ol tun,
but we're glad lo be back.'' THEY SAID

tdilrd h. Trade Michel Jaflr
5 Pione with
to
6 CCLI doubled
J mine past
8 vacatione' s
choice
9 Eiect'icaiunit
10 Capital ol 78
Down
ii 01 an age
12 Sandhill at
Brighton
14 Rawboned
animal
17 Word will
check or piooi
2i Hippo S'Oiai'vl
2J Grapevine
giowlhi
74 Ausle'e
26 Italian avialoi
21 vegetable on
acid
28 Ausheiie s
neighbor
30 Haunted
3f inabonng
lash,on

Dona Qamme welcomes
Braokiy"
former Miami DG. to the Mass BGSU pageant'

THE FLOROA FLYAWAY IS NOW A FREE
TUP FOR 4 DETAILS AT MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
i Gaior s cousm
5 Turmoils
9 inspiied
U Pan ol a lattice
14 Baca ola book
15 No better man
■6 Ross Ice Shell
location
18 Maishan nad
one
19 Ban a bai'islei
20 Actress
Pai sons
22 tellers ol ten
tales
25 Spy portiayed
by Gerbo
26 Clamming
29 Piemieied as a
snow
32 Pub dunks
13 Naliveol28
Down
35 Oeutstniend
ADDi
K> A.iesoiliim
37 One who mocks
39 lesi
40 Snow —
41 Mainaileiv
42 Sp-a.
43 f'P liom
Massachusetts
45 SOK'tOi
41] Sov,et see
49 •" went
50 Setied U'a-OlOHj
53 Bui'l aneene
57
POO'
VOI!Ck '

DEBBIE BOvYMAN
Happy Birthday
Hope your day al as oreoous " as you Love
Maryiuee, Hooter. Lisa & Brands

Cheryl Henke
Good kick with the Mas BGSU Pageant Brae*
a leg' Love Your LI'. EBES

Love. Vem
Abortion
Free Pregnancy Test
Morning After Treetmenl
Center lor Choice
151 N Michigan

JEAft Everybody a not rvmg out their Ha In
reeponee to what you've done or not done
God. What an ago

FUN M THE SUN WITH UAO

Gutdo.
See Europe 8 Earn 6 Hours ol Credit
SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM IN FRANCE
CLASSES ARE IN ENGLISH
Inlormetion meeting with
Guest Speaker a Travel Agent
February 13. 1988. 9 pm
The French House on Soronty Row

CANDY WITH A
VALENTINE MESSAGE
First floor Ed BkJg 25

RIDES

JAKE: Each generation bellevea Ihel II Is different: bul we're all |uet nasng waeaa set In
evasten by our ancestors.

CongreeJaeone VVice McNary on your engage
ment lo Aaaha Chedwel Baal of luckThe
Brothers at Theta Chi

Elizabeth Can The woman, the legend
Spins ■ web, any size, cetches
Thieves -Just ake fkes LOOKOUT!
Here comes ELT Cerr'
Love The M 8 M1 M Theetre Co 8 Snuggle

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS
Valentine Happy Hours on Fn . Fee 14 at Uptown from 4 to 7 p m Free to members and 11
for non members Bring your sweetheart'

Crtranai Justice Organization Meehng. Tuesday February 18. at 8 00 pm ai 102 Henna
Everyone is welcome

CLUBBERMANIA RETURNS
LADIES feTOVHT LOCKERROOM NIGHT
COME SEE THE CLUBBERS WHEEL 6 DEAL
OVER THE CHICAGO PATRIOTS FR1 FEB
14. 5 30 AT THE CE ARENA

Pin>Room
CM 352-0378

Two bedroom turrvahed apts tor FM.
352-2883

APARTMENTS NOW FOR RENT FOR THE
SCHOOL YEAR 88-87 ANO THE IIIMMtR Of
88. APARTMENTS ARE COMPLETELY FUPV
leSSMED WITH 1 aEDfrOOtat. CABLE TV. APR
CO>eT»Ttet)vaaea, LALINORY ANO PARKING
FACILITIES. ALL UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRICITY * MB 8 Y OWNER. RE NT I* $$00
FOR THE lUaBsCT "88" FOR THE APARTMENT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 88-87 THE
RENT IS $871 PHI SEMUIER WITH 4 PEOPLE. CALL TM AT BUFF APARTMENTS
M2-71I1 AFTER 8:00 PM.

FOR SALE
Efficiency Now Reneng tor FM
1 or 2 aamiMer lease, futy turraaned
M uessea paid ixkickng color TV.
•mn CKPRBT S2S5 rrtootn PleOfW
364-3182 or 382-1620 Evervnge

10"ColorTV-S100 00
Fur Coat J100 00
353-8187 IDewn) 14p.nl.or

1074 Buck Opal Runs was.
caaeetle. $600 or beat offer
372-1037

FM stereo
Cat Tom

